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MLGPA Presents Ed Karvoski, Jr 
Ed Karvoski Jr., is a comedy writer, 
stand-up comedian, actor, and journal-
ist, but he simply calls himself a renais-
sance Queen. He'll be doing a benefit 
for the Maine Lesbian, Gay Political 
Allaince on Sunday October 27 at 6:00 
p.m. at the First Parish Church, 425 Con-
gress Street, Portland. Joining him will 
be "Harmonies Extraordinaire" a local 
women's music group featuring Lynn 
Deeves, F.rika Gilbert, and Val Bennett. 
Martin Swinger, local gay folk musician, 
will be the first performer of the evening, 
-
issues; continue their work to reduce 
anti-gay, homophobic bias and violence; 
and pay a part-time organizer and all 
start-up costs for the Decline to Sign 
project MLGPA supports the "Decline 
to Sign" project in hopes of avoiding 
another costly and divisive referendum 
battle. 
MLGPA has also continued it 's 
decade-long coalition building with na-
tional gay organizations, labor, women's 
groups, ethnic minorities, religious 
groups, the business community and 
environmentalists. They believe that 
through working together we can 
achieve lasting change. 
During the next twelve months, 
their budget will certainly need to in-
crease in order to meet demand. In ad-
dition to the work outlined above, 
MLGPA will need to raise funds to pass 
a statewide anti-discrimination bill. 
MLGPA is a statewide, non-parti-
san group formed in 1984 to educate the 
public, politicians and the media about 
lesbian and gay issues. All of their work 
is done by volunteers. Although they 
have never had a full-time staff person, 
from time to time, they have used part-
time consultants for specific organizing 
or lobbying projects. At the present time, 
the board of MLGPA is trying to deter-
mine how to move from an all volun-
teer organization to one with a staff 
presense. 
Ed Karvoski, Jr. will be appearing as part of a 
For the first time in the history of 
our struggle for basic protections, we 
have a governor who is willing and ready 
to sign a bill to outlaw discrimination. 
We must take advantage of the opportu-
nity this presents us. We can't lose sight 
of the fact that although Portland has an 
In the Jast 12 months MLGPA 
raised $24,000 from membership dues 
and the Annual Banquet. 1be money 
was used to pay an organizer during the 
Dedine to Sign benefit on October 27 
"No on One" referendum; publish the 
semi-moothly newsletter; maintain their 
statewide, toll-free information line; 
Big Blue gives green light to Gays 
IBM awards dp benefits, 
Washington, DC: The IBM Cor-
poration, nidrnamed "Big Blue" because 
of its dominant market position and size, 
has flexed its muscle in the diversity 
department and given green to the gay 
and lesbian community. The Fortune Top 
Ten giant recently announced it was ex-
tending domestic partnership benefits to 
its gay and lesbian employees and has 
made a financial contribution to the Na-
tional Gay and Lesbian Task Force 
(NGL'IF) for its coalition building ef-
forts. 
On September 19, IBM announced 
it would extend health-care coverage to 
the same-gender partne.rs of its employ-
ees. This makes IBM the largest U.S. 
business to offer domestic partnership 
(DP) benefits. M<X"e than 400 Ameri-
can companies, universities, associa-
tions, municipalities and other groups 
extend DP benefits, including inf mna-
tion processing concerns such as 
Microsoft, Apple, Intel, Xerox and 
Hewlett-Padcard.An IBM spokesperson 
said the company was announcing the 
DP policy to remain competitive and 
attract gay and lesbian workers, and con-
tinue its "loog-standing tradition of pro-
viding benefits plam for all employees." 
On the heels of the announcement, 
NGLTF bas received an IBM gift of 
$3,000. lbe gift, which came from the 
IBM Olairman's Fund, will be used as 
part of the Task Force's "Honoring Our 
Allies" event. The event recognizes the 
wodc of gay and non-gay individuals and 
groups who have championed fairness 
and e4uality for gay, lesbian, bisexual 
and transgender people. The next Hon-
oring Our Allies event will be held in 
Washington, D.C., December 4, 1996, 
with plans to salute the work of mem-
bers of the South African Government 
and the African National Congress who 
have advocated on behalf of inclusion 
of civil rights for gays in that nation's 
new constitµtion. 
.6'Corporate America is changing 
fast," said Robert Bray, NGL1F media 
director and a former · IBM employee. 
''More and more companies are doing 
what the U.S. Congress and its Defense 
of Marriage Act won't do: give recogni-
tion and benefits to same-gender rela-
tionships. When I worked at IBM in the 
early 80's there we.re few openly gay em-
ployees. Now, more and more gay and 
lesbian people are eoming out in board-
rooms and on assembly lines and are 
aeating real change in the American 
workplace." 
NGL1F urges people to write and 
thank IBM. Cmtact Louis V. Gerstner, 
Jr., Owrman and Chief F.xe.cutive Of-
ficer, IBM Corporation, Old Orchard 
Rd., Armonk, NY 10504-1783. 
. See BIG BLUE, page 15 
support their electoral work on behalf 
of gay positive c.mdidates; maintain a 
very public presence in the medi 1/g/t/b See KARVOSKI page 3 
Is Madison Avenue Ready for a 
Lesbian 'Ellen'? 
NEW YORK (AP)_ Madison Av-
enue is staying tuned to ''Ellen" these 
days as theABC sitcom begins dropping 
hints its title character may be a lesbian. 
Advertising buyers say some spons<X"s 
may avoid the show if Ellen comes out 
of the closet, but they suspect ABC could 
fmd others to step in. The reaction, they 
say, depends on how the issue is handled. 
If Ellen gets a girlfriend and "the 
two of them are going to the zoo to-
gether, it's not a problem," said Paul 
Schulman, who specializes in buying 
network advertising time. "If they are in 
bed together, it's a problem."The series 
has become the television season's hot-
test topic of conversation since TV 
Guide reported last week that the lead 
character, played by Ellen DeGeneres, 
might come out as a lesbian this season. 
While gay characters have been 
turning up more frequently in support-
ing roles on 1V, no network show has 
ever had a homosexual central charac-
ter. The Walt Disney Co., which . pro-
duces the series and owns ABC, has re-
fused to comment oo the report. But the 
season's opening episode on Wednesday 
night heightened speculation that the 
series may be headed in that direct.ioo. 
In the episode's opening scene, 
Ellen Morgan. havingjust woken up and 
looking frowsy in her robe, serenades 
herself in the bathroom mirror: '1 feel 
pretty, I feel pretty, I feel pretty and witty 
and _" whereupon she dips her tooth-
brush under the faucet, only to discover 
there's no water. Instead of completing 
the lyric as written_ "gay"_ she says, 
''Hey!" Later in the show, a real estate 
agent showing Ellen and a friend slides 
of new homes holds a girl doll against 
the screen and says, "Just think, E llen, 
this could be you, walking up to your 
new home." Then the agent produces a 
boy doll, and says: "And here's your 
husband coming home from work." "Oh, 
I think that puppet's in the wrong show," 
Ellen replies. 
Toe show finished second in its 8 
p.m. time slot in the national ratings with 
an 8.9 rating compared with 10.9 for 
"The Nanny" on CBS and 7 .8 for 
"Wings" on NBC. Overnight ratings 
from big markets released earlier had 
''Ellen" narrowly ahead. A national rat-
ings point is equal to 970,0001V homes. 
ABC said there have been no defections 
among advertisers since the 1V Guide 
report. Among the show's advertisers ir 
the New York area are Miaosoft, Inte 
Sears, J.C. Pemey, Toyota, Nabisco an 
General Mills. J.C. Penney and Toyo 
said they would await developm~" · 
before deciding if they should change 
their plans. Pepsi-Cola and Coca-Cola 
_ each scheduled to advertise on the 
See ELLEN, page 15 
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President signs Bill outlawing Sam~. 
Sex Marriages 
HONOLULU (AP)_ One day after final 
arguments were concluded in the state's 
same.-.sex marriage case President 
Clinton on Saturday signed into a law a 
bill denying federal recognition of gay 
marriages. Clinton signed the bill 
sometime after midnight in an effort to 
avoid media scrutiny over the move that 
bas angered bis supporters in the gay 
community. . 
Clinton spokesman Mike McOlrry 
says the bill was designed to embarrass 
the president and put him on the spot, 
so be felt it appropriate to sign it in the 
"middle of the night." While the presi-
dent said be agreed with the bill, be 
urged the measure not be used to dis-
criminate against gays and lesbians. 
In the state's gay marriage case, 
Circuit Judge Kevin Olang is expected 
to take until November before ruling on 
whether three same-sex couples have 
the legal right to marry in Hawaii. What-
ever the judge rules, an appeal to the 
state Supreme Court is expected 
A final ruling from the high court . 
isn't likely until late next year. The state 
argued during the trial that allowing 
gays to legally marry will harm children. 
Attorneys for the couples produced ex-
perts who argued children suffer no ill 
effects from being brought up by same-
sex parents. 
Court rules Lesbian mom may seek 
shared custody of ex-lover's child 
PHU.ADELPHIA (AP) _A woman may 
seek shared custody of a child born to 
her former lesbian lo.ver, the state 
Superior Court bas ruled. The decision, 
made public Friday, is expected to affect 
other cases in the state in which lesbian 
couples have separated while raising a 
child. 
A three-judge panel of the court 
reversed the decision of a Philadelphia 
Family Court judge, who bad denied the 
woman the opportunity to seek custody 
and visitation rights for- a girl born to 
DOGIPUPPYDAYCARE . 
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780-1208 
JJJ Commnci,1 Jf., 'Portl,nd 
her former lover. Before separating, the 
woman bad planned to raise the girl to-
gether. She is now 5. 
In a 16-page opinion, Judge Phyllis 
W. Beck wrote: "In today's society, 
where increased mobility, changes in 
social mores and increased individual 
freedom have created a wide spectrum 
of arrangements filling the role of the 
traditional nuclear family, flexibility in 
the application of standing principles.is 
re.quired." Beck held that the woman 
seeking custody, identified in legal pa-
pers only as J.A.L., her former mate and 
the baby were "co-members of a non-
traditional family," and that J.A.L. 
clearly filled the role of a parent. 
The other members of the panel 
were Judges John T. Kelly Jr. and John 
G. Brosky. The ruling does not grant 
J.A.L. shared custody. It gives her the 
right to return to Family Court, to try to 
prove her claim that she is entitled to it. 
"She must still es~lisb that (partial 
custody) would be in the best interest of 
the child," Beck wrote. The child's birth 
mother, identified in legal papers as 
E.P.H., separated from her mate 10 
months after the baby was born in 1991. 
Three years later, E.P.H denied J .A.L. 
access to the girl, prompting the woman 
to sued for shared custody in Family 
Court 
In June 1995, Judge Allan L. 
Tereshko ruled that J.A.L. bad no legal 
right to be beard in court, saying she was 
a "third party'' without the role of a par-
ent. The Superior Court judges overruled 
him, saying Teresbko was "overly tech-
nical and mechanistic" in his ruling. 
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Cross - Dressing boy turns up in 
South Burlington 
sourn BURLINGTON' Vt. (AP) -
Thie boy who insisted on wearing a dress 
to Burlington High School is back in 
state custody after running away from 
bis state-supervised group home. Matt 
Stii~kney, 15, disappeared recently. 
He called local television stations 
to tell them be was staying with a group 
who was providing him with food and 
sbe:lter. He was in the Burlington area, 
and police found him the same night. 
"Hie is safe and that was our real focus 
during this time frame," said Lt. Bill 
La Ware of the Burlington Police. "He is 
where be needs to be and hopefully 
things will work out fine for Matthew." 
Stickney bad been showing up at 
school in a dress, and the administra-
tion l\ad been sending him home. Ad-
ministrators said bis clothing disrupts 
class and therefore violates the school's 
dress code. About 100 BHS students bad 
cut class Friday morning to protest the 
school's decision to suspend him. 
Stickney's situation has attracted 
national notoriety, as television shows 
have travelled to Vermont seeking the 
'story. Karin Eade, of Outright Vermont, 
a gay and lesbian advocacy group, has 
said the situation has turned into a me-
dia circus. Last week, be was assaulted 
by a fellow student. His attacker is now 
charged with a hate crime. 
NGLTF : Democratic Platform 
Wa.sbington, D.C. - Citing strong 
language on AIDS, support for ending 
discrimination against gay men and 
lesbians, and opposition to the 
scalpegoating of immigrants, the 
Naltional Gay and Lesbian Task Force 
(NGL1F) bas praised the proposed 1996 
Democratic National Platform. 
At the same time, NGLTF criti-
ciz1ed the serious shortcomings of the 
plaitf orm, including its exclusion of gay, 
lesbian, bisexual and transgender rela-
tionships and families, failure to address 
the continued witch bunts of gay people 
in the military, and attacks on welfare 
rec1ipients. 
"We applaud the Democratic 
platform's language of inclusivity for 
gay and lesbian people and people with 
AD)S," said Melinda Paraa, NGLTF 
exe:cutive director. "Especially when 
yo1i1 compare it to the GOP platform, 
which gave all of 16 words to AIDS and 
opposed the 'distortion' of civil rights 
laws to include sexual orientation." 
· The Good News 
NGLTF cited several positive 
planks of the platform. These include: 
Health and. AIDS: The platform 
collltains strong and explicit support for 
Ams research, prevention and treat-
ment, and a commitment to "finding a 
cure for AIDS, combating HIV-related 
discrimination, supporting HOPWA 
(Housing Opportunities for People With 
Ams Act) funding ... and working to en-
surie that all Americans living with AIDS 
ba"e access to new and potentially life-
saving drugs." Also of importance to 
people with HIV and AIDS is the·strong 
stcu11d on holding ''the line against Re-
publicans' mean-spirited Medicare and 
Medicaid cuts .... " 
The GOP platform's statement on 
AIDS, while positive,_ was seriously 
lacking in terms of supp<X"t of funding 
for research and care. The GOP lan-
guage on AIDS in its entirety is: "'We 
remain committed to, and place a high 
priority on, finding a cure for HIV dis-
ease." The next sentence of the GOP 
platform went on to call for "increased 
funding for research targeted at condi-
tions that touch the families of most [ em-
phasis added] Americans, like 
Alzheimer's, breast cancer, prostate can-
cer and diabetes." Paras questioned the 
GOP's "commitment .. to finding a cure 
for HIV when the Republican's Con-
gressional record emphasizes cuts in 
funding and punitive AIDS laws. 
DIICl'bninaUon and lnduslon: 
NGL'IF saluted the platform's inclusion 
of sexual orientation in a list of those 
needing protection against discrimina-
tion. "We continue to lead the fight to 
end discrimination on the basis of race, 
gender, religion, age, ethnicity, disabil-
ity, and sexual orientation," stated the 
platform. The document also calls for 
the vigorous enforcement of the Ameri-
cans with Disability Act, which includes 
PWAs. 
The platform goes further by sup-
porting federal protections against dis-
crimination for gay and lesbian people 
and the inclusion of gay people in soci-
ety. It states, "We support continued 
efforts, like the Employment Non-Dis-
crimination Act, to end discrimination 
against gay men and lesbians and ·tur-
ther their full inclusion in the life of the 
nation." 
See NGLTF, page 12 
Maine House: l\1LGPA 
Endorsements as of Sept.10 
by Kuen Geraghty, MLGPA President 
As with the endorsements fo,: the 
MaLine Senate (See CPR September, 
1996), the Maine Lesbian/Gay Political 
Allliance endorses candidates for the 
Legislature who support anti-discrimi-
nation legislation and the right of women 
to control their reproductive choices. In 
cas:es where both candidates in the same 
district are good on the issues, we "co-
endorse" in those districts. 
Please 'call . our office to fmd out 
how you can meet candidates running 
for the Maine House and Senate and 
help them get elected, or re-elected! 1-







David Ott, R-York 
Gary Wheeler, D-Eliot 
David McDermott, D-So. 
Berwick , · 
See ENDORSEMENTS, page 15 . 
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Update on DECLINE TO SIGN: this wonderful opportunity for a fun-filled evening, where only the best will 
do! Tickets are $10.00, sliding scale 
available. Tickets may be reserved by 
called 1-800-556-5472 or 761-3732 in 
Portland. Tickets may also be purchased 
at the door. M 
DECLINE TO SIGN is gaining 
momentum and rallying support for an 
anti-Cosby showing on November 5. 
But there is still much work to do and 
many people needed. If you are hesi-
tant about getting involved in DECLINE 
TO SIGN, please ask yourself these two 
quick questions: 
Do we, as a community and a state, 
want to undergo another state-wide, 
million dollar anti-gay referendum cam-
paign? . 
Do we, as a community and a state, 
want to allow Cosby to get an anti- gay 
bill on the books? 
If you answered NO to the preced-
ing questions, then you need to join the 
forces which are fighting to prevent 
both. The task is simple: we must not 
allow Cosby to collect enough signatures 
to put her hateful initiative on the bal-
lot. The need is urgent: she is well or-
ganized and we need your help to de-
feat her. 
Please join us for DECLINE TO 
SIGN meetings. We meet every Tues-
day evening at the YWCA in Portland 
from 7-9 pm. Dates are as follows: 
Tuesday, October 1 Tuesday, October 8 
Tuesday, October 15 Tuesday, October 
22 Tuesday, October 29 
If you can't make the meetings, but 
want to help ...... please consider help-
ing us on election day at the polls. We 
need hundreds of volunteers on election 
day, November 5. Also, we need people 
to write letters to editors of all newspa-
pers. Can you help us? 
Time is of the essence ....... we have 
none to waste! For more information 
and to request a volunteer form, please 
call 1-888-DON'T-SIGN. 
MLGPA - DECLINE TO SIGN 
announces events: 
"COCKTAIL PAR'IY and KICK-
OFF' on Sunday, October 6, 3 - 6 pm, 
at Katahdin Restaurant, corner of High 
and Spring Streets in Portland. Come 
join the ''host committee of the year'' 
while you chat with old frien(ls, get 
caught up on the g/1/b/t political scene, 
and support DECLINE TO SIGN 
through generous donations. We are not 
far from election day, when Cosby will 
be collecting signatures. We need your 
contributions to def eat her. Please join 
us and show your suppon for this effort. 
Admission is free, donations welcomed. 
"A GA1HERING for NATIONAL 
COMING OUT DAY" on Friday, Octo-
ber 11, 7:00 pm, at Congress Square, 
comer of High and Congress Streets, 
Portland. 0¥( goal is to join in with hun-
dreds of thousands of g/1/b/t people 
across the country who will be holding 
similar rallies in their communities on 
this day-and to remember those in our 
communities who have suffered vio-
lence at the hands of haters. For when 
we are visible we are also sometimes 
targets. This rally is being held in con-
junction with the YWCA's Week With-
out Violence. Proud sponsors include 
MLGPA, GLSTN (Gay, Lesbian, 
LAST CALL FOR . 
EQ~ITY FUND SURVEYS 
By the time you read this, hope-
fully you will have already received your 
copy of the "Survey of Community 
Members" that is part of the Maine Eq-
uity Fund's Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual/ 
Transgender Community Needs Assess-
ment. To have a voice in this process, 
you need to complete and return the sur-
vey by October 15. 
. The Maine Equity Fund is an ini-
tiative of the Maine Community Foun-
dation, which has a challenge grant from 
the National Lesbian and Gay Commu-
nity Funding Partnership which, when 
combined with matching funds raised 
locally, will allow it to distnbute as much 
as $120,000 over the next two years to 
meet the needs of Maine's gay, lesbian, 
bisexual and transgender communities, 
and to address the issues of diversity and 
discrimination that we share with other 
minority communities. 
The results of the survey of com-
munity members, and of a separate sur-
vey of the service providers and com-
munity crganizations currently serving 
the G/L/Bff communities, will deter-
mine the grant-making priorities of the 
Fund. The survey results will also pro-
vide important and useful information 
about the needs, strengths and resources 
of the G/L/Bff communities in Maine. 
The "Survey of Community Mem-
bers" went out in the September mail-
ings of organizations including the Bi-
sexual Peoples' Network, GLSTN, 
Ml.GPA, Northern Lamda Nord, Out-
right in MDI, Outright. PFLAG, Rain-
bow Business and Professional Organi-
zation, SOLO, Speakout and 
Transsupport. In addition, it has been 
distriootM through the bars, social net-
works, and at meetings such as Am 
Chofshi, Matlovich, and the Metropoli-
. tan Community Cllurch. We hope that 
you received one! If not, you can still 
call Marjorie Love, the consultant coor-
dinating the needs assessment at 207-
773-6164 for your copy. 
But, this offer ends on October 
15th. That is the deadline for returning 
all surveys. So, fill out your survey to-
day, fold it so that the return address is 
visible, slap on a 32 cent stamp and mail 
it back to us at the Maine Community 
Foundation/Maine Equity Fund, PO Box 
148,Ellsworth, Maine04605. We prom-
ise to put the survey to good use. 
·e ..,. *-
oR0P M[ A LINE..: 
PROGRESSIVE CARDS, GIFTS + WRAP 
611 CONGRESS ST., PORTLAND • 773-55'7 
Straight Teachers Network}, PFLAG, 
OUTRIGHT, and Southern Maine 
PRIDE. The event is free and open to 
the public. 
A "MUSIC AND COMIC RE-
VIEW" on Sunday, October 27, 6:00 
pm, at~ First Parish Church, 425 Con-
gress Street, Portland. Back by popular 
demand are the Harmonies 
Extraordinaire - Lynn Deeves (who 
just released her first CD}, Erika Gilbert, 
and Val Bennett. Together they create 
harmonies to please the ear. Joining 
them is national comic Ed Karvoski, 
author of "A Funny Time to be Gay." 
Ed has worked as a comedy writer, a 
stand-up comedian, an actor, and ajour-
- nalist. But he simply calls himself a 
Renaissance Queen. 
ED KARVOSKI has written com-
edy for Jay Leno and radio deejays at 
CBS, NBC, and the BBC. As a journal-
ist, his entertainment reports have ap-
peared in national magazines such as the 
Advocate, Out, Poz, and The Guide. He 
has also written for numerous regional 
publications, including Frontiers, Bay 
Windows, Windy City Times, Dallas 
Voice, Front Page, Southern Voice, Cali-
fornia Nightlife, Orange County Blade, 
and Gay People's Chronicle. As a per-
former, his television appearances in-
clude Facts ofLif e, Fantasy Island, and 
As The World Turns. 
Self-described as "bi-coastal, but 
all-gay," Karvoski has lived in Boston, 
New York, and Los Angeles. Don't miss 
KARVOSKI, from page 1 
ordinance to protect us in the city, there 
are many members of our community 
through out the state that are victims of 
discrimination that have no recourse. 
At the same time that we are tak-
ing up the fight to pass anti-discrimina-
tion legislation, we are also be faced with 
several anti-gay bills that are being 
brought before the legislature. Unfortu-
nately, this is also a first. Never have 
we seen our opposition so ready to mo-
bilize against us in a legislative battle. 
Those that wish us harm don't just do 
referendums, they also attack us in the 
halls of the statehouse. We must be 
ready for it. 
So, come out and show your sup-
port. :Enjoy the lighter side of the life 
with Ed Karvoski; a nationally ac-
claimed comic observer of life. Perk up 
your Sunday with this extraordinary get 
together. Join your friends and neigh-
bors for a lighthearted but heartfelt 
MLGPA fundraising effort. 
All members of MLGPA will re-
ceive a copy of the 1997 budget as soon 
as it is complete, which should be No-
vember 21. If you are not a member and 
would like to request a copy of the bud-
get, please call 1-800-55-MLGPA (1-
800-556-5472 ). 
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News from -the Granite State 
EXETER SUPPORT 
GROUP 
"Corutections", a support group for 
those who are caring for a family mem-
ber or a dear friend with HIV I AIDS, will 
be a year old in October. 
"Connections" opened its doors 
last Fall at the Exeter Congregational 
Church when several members of 
PFLAG (Parents, Families, and Friends 
of Lesbians and Gays) saw a need for a 
safe, ~mpassioriate circle in which to 
share their conettm and experiences. 
) . 
Although there are ·a number of 
support and resource centers available 
to Seacoast. people living With HIV/ 
AIDS, there are none locally that fo-
cused primarily on the harsh realities 
faced by the care givers, or by those who 
had lost a beloved family member or 
friend. 
' Somewhere between 30 and 40 
people have come through the doors to 
monthly "Connections" meetings in the 
past year. What brings them? What do 
they find? '· And Meg Cartwright; ·the· 
mother of a "son who has AiDS, asks·: 
"Why aren't' tliere more'?'' · 
"if thete 'are 1 ,000 people with 
AIDS/HIV in this area, then there are 
4,000 people (p.arents, sibl_ings, close 
friends) who are in need of support," 
Meg says. "Where are .,they? 'Connec-
tions • would like to get more people-. to 
come. Being able to pres:ent your feel-
ings, jusJ getting to express yourself, 
makes you feel better." . 
•'Each of u_s comesJiere with a pri~ 
vate urgency," Meg explains. "Each of 
us comes asking for time to speak, or to 
listen, or perhaps to cry. We are par-
ents, loved ones, lovers, siblings or care 
givers." At "Connections" she finds 
support and encouragem.ent when it is 
needed. •Toe compassion and under-
Concert Overload 
Could I handle it? Attend four 
concerts in four weeks by five of my 
favorite women? I know I'm not twenty 
anymore, but what a way to wear your-
self out! August was gonna be my 
month. That first Wednesday night I was 
in Ogunquit at Jonathon's. Drove di-
rectly from work so I could be early 
enough to get a table right in front of 
the stage. 'Ibis would be my fifth time 
seeing Susan Werner. While my friend 
Pam and I were standing in line I stpick 
up a conversation with a woman named 
Michelle. Michelle came up from Bos-
ton and had never heard Susan Werner 
before. So I filled her in on what she's 
been missing and asked her to join us. 
As usual, the show was fantastic. 
Susan is areal ·1ull entertainment pack-
age." She can play a variety of instru-
ments. With a voice like an angel and a 
wonderful sense of lmmor, she is a not-
to-be-missed singer/songwriter. Let me 
tell you that Michelle was so impressed 
with Susan that she bought one of her 
CDs and told me she would definitely 
attend one of her shows again. I had 
brought my CD from home for Susan to 
sign. The idea made me feel like a fif-
teen year old. I never have been the type 
to talk to performers after a show or seek 
autographs. But this woman's music so 
moved me that I had to try to talk to her. 
The last three times I had tried, I had 
failed. So I was determined to break 
through my shyness. I got in line as she 
sat at one of the tables in the back of the 
room. When I got to the front, I was 
both surprised and pleased when Susan 
told me she recognized me from several 
of her shows. Thank God she did all the 
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talking, because whatever I had in my 
head to say at this point totally left me. 
I hope she could tell by the look on my 
face that she had just made my year. Be-
sides, ya just gotta love a woman with a 
good firm handshake. 
Monday night, August 12th 
found me waitng for my friend Deb to 
pick me up at work. We were heading 
to Hampton Beach to catch the Indigo 
Girls at Hampton Beach Casino. Now, 
we thought three hours ~re~ 4howtune 
would 'land us a decent piace in line to 
this general-admission show. That was 
a laugh. What a line! Finally, about 8 
PM, they opened the doors, but I 
couldn't get in. I didn't bring my license. 
Without an ID, there was no entry. So I 
took Deb's car and drove back to work 
to get my wallet. When I returned to 
Hampton Beach, I not only had to pay 
for parking again, but the line looked like 
it never moved. So I waited another 45 
minutes to re-enter. By now I was 
stressed and annoyed. How was I ever 
gonna find Deb? Thankfully, she found 
me. At least I made it just in time for 
the show to start. And what a show! Just 
like stepping back in time--the Indigo 
Girls with just their instruments and no 
band. Playing mostly new material 
made it seem so intimate. I felt Emily's 
talents really shined that night. She 
played a variety of instruments, includ-
ing the piano. I couldn't get enough of 
the new material. I wanted the new al-
bum in my hands right then and there. I 
guess we'll all have to wait till some time 
next year. All the hassle with my license 
was all but forgotten as we headed home. 
Sunday, August 25th, I drove up 
to Portland to see Melissa Etheridge. 
Met up with some friends at Sisters be-
fore the concert. Going to Sisters be-
fore or after a Melissa show has become 
tradition. Pam had never seen Melissa 
before. I was anxious to experience her 
reaction. Making our way to the seats 
proved to be fun. We were in the last 
row oo the upper level, with only the 
wall behind us. At least we didn't have 
to worry about anyone spilling drinks or 
putting gum in our hair. I even remem-
See NH A & E, page 5 
.standilng of this group and a time just to 
be heard so I can communicate the feel-
ings tlllat I am dealing with is why I keep 
coming back." 
Like Meg Cartwright, · Joan 
' Ferguson was one of the "Connection" 
founders . . Her son Brooke was diag-
·nosed. withAIDS in early 1992·and came 
to livt~ withher ·inPortsmouth in the au-
tumn of 1994. His 'health had deterio-
rated 1to ·the point that he could no longer 
. hold lilis job, or maintain his indepen-
dence. ·we decided, after a consider-
able discussion, that the ino:st reasonable · 
option was for him to move to New 
Hampshire to live with me," Joan said. 
Joan says that she and Brooke al-
ways communicated openly, but when 
their relationship became one of care 
giver/mother and adult/son, some of the 
lines of communication frayed. · 
''When Brooke voiced his resent-
ment :and frustration, I felt that I had to 
restrain my responses. When we got into 
a real 'head banger' t t would feel guilty 
for having been angry with my sick 
· 'child'. After all, I was healthy and 
strong; it was my son who was ill and at · 
the metcy of a devastating, unpredict-
able virus. What· could I say or do to 
comfort him without over-mothering 
him?" 
·with time, and serious heart-to-
heart talks, Brooke and I found ways to 
improve the emotional balances between 
us," Joan continued. ••But still, I wanted 
to be able to share my thoughts and feet- , .. 
ings with other care givers. 
See CONNECTIONS, page 5 
CRUISING & SCHMOOZING 
Over 200 Women Go on Portsmouth Cruise 
by Leslie Robinson 
As I walked on board the Tho-
mas L.aighton minutes before its sched-
uled 5 :30 departure, I saw women. Lots 
of women. And they saw me. 
Everybody was trying to see ev-
erybody, without looking like that's what 
they were doing. The electricity was 
fierce! So it goes each year on a Sunday 
in early Sep~mber. Lesbi~ from Mas-
sapiusetts, New-H~pJl,lire and Maine . 
gathel' at .the Isle o.{ .Shoals Steamship 
Co. in Portsmouth, NH, and board a boat 
for a tlrip who-cares-where. This auise, 
part 01f a year-long calendar of social 
events, magnetically attracts both 
couples and singles. The ship's engines 
hadn't even started yet, but one single 
woman's had, as she told me: •1•ve al-
ready got a neck injury from rubber-
necking." Another commented: •Toe 
view ilnside the boat is better than the 
view ,outside the boat." Others sug-
gestecll headlines for this story: •Toe 
Lesbian Love Boat", or "Dykes on 
Deck". Soon, both the boat and the 
deejay were well under way. On the two 
inside decks, people munched finger 
foods or lined up at the cash bars. The 
weather wu gray and damp, courtesy of 
the biggest dyke of all, Hurricane Fran, 
so the1 outer decks attracted ·a limited 
numbc~r of women. I asked people what 
they hoped to get out of this cruise. Sue, 
holdilllg hands with her girlfriend, said, 
•'To have a fun time, meet new women, 
talk to people I haven't seen in a long 
time, and drink in the spirit of 250 
women all in one place with the free-
dom to do what they want" Cathy, pres-
ently unattached, said, '1'm just hoping 
to have a good time with my friends , 
becau:se we don't get much of a chance 
to get · ,gether too often." I inquired-
since 11t~s my duty to ask annoying ques-
tioo.s--whether she was really hoping to 
meet someone. "If it happens, it is fine. 
I won't complain," Cathy said, and 
laughed. Asked if she was looking, 
Renea, also single, responded, ••1 tend 
to be aware of what's around me." 
Abovi~ all, she was enjoying the upbeat 
atmosphere. "I'm looking to have fun," 
she said, and though "not actively 
searching" for a girlfriend, she was open 
to the possibility. Pauli's breakup was 
fresh, and she was hurting. ••1 came here 
just to get out, to get out of myself," she 
said. The cruise's organizer, Leanne 
Cusimano, sitting at a table with her girl-
friend and another couple who have been 
togethtt a whopping 22 years, reported 
that the weather hadn't scared many 
people away. Of about 275 expected, 
.about 23,5 .shQwed up .. Appacently, even··" 
M()ther ~ature .can't stop women bent 
on cruising. This cruise is part of a set 
social schedule. Clay Hill Farm, a res-
taurant in Ongonquit, Maine, sponsors 
six events for women over the calendar 
year, and this cruise is one of them. It's 
the only event that happens outside of 
Ongonquit. The other affairs have in-
cluded a singles' party in January, a 
Valentine's dinner dance, and this No-
vember a fall weekend package. 
Cusimano said the cruise is ''the most 
casual event that we do." Now in its 
third year, the trip~ sold out each time. 
Next year Cusimano has scheduled the 
same cruise for the Sunday after Labor 
Day, to be followed the Sunday after 
by the singles' cruise. Each year a por-
tion of the ticket price goes to the Cen-
ter for Breast Care in Boston. Tickets 
for this excursion were $14. Cusimano 
likes providing lesbians with these op-
portunities. "It's about just being con-
scientious to the needs, especially the 
social needs .... l'm a community builder. 
I am a social worker', she said with a 
laugh. Her case load was dancing all 
over the lower deck. Renea boogied fe-
verishly to Melissa Etheridge's "Must 
Be Crazy for Me." The boat was rock-
ing in both s~ of the phrase, as it did 
some tipping side to side. A few people 
were bothered. One woman said that her 
friends felt seasick inside, so they were 
outside. She would get seasick if she 
were outside, so she stayed inside. And 
so it went. By a couple of hours into the 
journey, everybody had eyeballed every-
one. Singles were either engaged, or 
getting to know someone, or malting 
peace with the fact that they hadn't seen 
anyooe they were interested in, or wodc-
See CRUISING, page 5 
Women Meeting Women 
When Women Meeting Women 
began in January 1993, its focus was to 
provide a. social/support organwdion for 
lesbians - both singles and couples - in 
southern New Hampshire aiid·northem 
Musacllusetts. We certainly have suc-
ceeded! We .sponsor dances, lun~h 
groups, dinners , theater and movie trips, 
Provincetown adventures, game nights, 
the ever-popular potluck an~ _much, 
mum more ... all opportunities for, as~ . 
name implies, women meeting women; 
We offer a full-range of activities, from 
gentle walkers to mountain bikers. Our 
support group.s are sometime quiet, 
59~ meme. They help us expl«e 
and examine lhe things that are impoi:-
tant in our lives. As we share o~· 
thoughts and feelings, we learn so much 
about one another - and ourselves. Top-
ics have included "Lesbian Mother-. 
hood," "'Strengthening Your Rel_ation-
ship," ""Being Single and Loving It!," 
"Co-Dependent Relationships" and 
"Coming Out in Mid-Life." Women 
· Meeting Women provic:te.. an on-going 
forum to~meet many educational and 
imlructional neem. Put womhops have 
covered topics such as diversity, finan-
cial plaming. the meaning of Stonewall, 
legal issues, self-defm.1e and health is-
sues. We've held line dancing instruc-
tion mid shm'ed recipes, boob and maga-
zines. Women Meeting Women provides 
information on activities both in our area 
and the surrounding areas. We often in-
vite guest speakers to join us at our meet-
ings and bring information about their 
organization. We'll share news on im-
portant local and national issues and pro-
vide facts of interest such as which com-
panies openly employ and support les-
bians and gays. WMW pr~vides its 
members with access to community or- · 
' ganizatiom and events as weU u accea 
to women with intaestJ simil• to your 
·own. The WMW netw«t can coimect 
you with women who offer pr~fessi(?nal 
stills or services - taxes, · 1aw, ·house 
cleaning, auto repair, printing, carpen-
try, yard w<>lk. .. you name it. So if you 
are l~ing for social, sports, educa-
tional,.suppoit netwotting IDd infarma-
tional' q,portullities for~~. WMW 
is for you. . 
Feel free to join us at cm monthly . 
general meetings, held either the first or 
second Saturday of the month. Full de-
tails of all WMW events are published . 
in our monthly newsletter. Annual sub-
scriptiom are $8.00. For other inf«ma-
tion abmt WMW, call (603) 881-4268 
or e-mail DBalbatGhol.com 
· Women Meeting Women ... It's the 




N.H. FEMINIST CONNECTION HOLDS 3RD 
ANNUAL WOMEN:'S MUSIC FESTIVAL 
ByGMllloyd 
-
Our Saturday outing to the third 
annual New Hampshire Women's Mu-
sic Festival; on Saturday 7th in 
Northfield, was fun for the whole fam-
ily. My partner, my son, and I arrived 
just as Wendy Keith was beginning her 
set. We bad gotten a late start and miased 
On Our Way, Songweav«s and Sweet, 
Hot & Susy. Our violin playing friend, 
Sue, was very excited about the latter, 
and said she bad not been disappointed. 
When I toot the boy to the kids' tent to 
blow giant bubbles while my significant 
other dragged the toy bucket and beach 
chairs from the parting lot to the foot of 
the Highlanm ski hill. We then perused 
the vendor booths which offered jewelry 
(lots, mostly beaded), arts & crafts, 
clothing, massage, books and food. 
There were also information booths for 
services and organizations such as the 
Women's Business Center, NARAL, 
Zonta Club, and many others. Just as we 
got ourselves settled, the New Hamp-
shire Se.acoast bad Spirit Varnish rocked 
us with their raw, original songs, then 
Peg Loughran gave us a set of traditional 
follc, followed by the white girl-group, 
the Lowe Profiles, with their hootenanny 
sing-along style. We loved Susie Burke, 
who was just recovering from walking 
pneumonia. She sang some songs from 
her chilmen's album Sweet Potatoes and 
bad some great personal anecdote.1. She 
sang an acapella Peter & Lou Beayman 
song that was about a cake recipe relayed 
by a mother on the telephone while her 
three children comtamly imerrupted that 
was beautiful, yet bad us in complete 
stitmes. The perwssion group Hands On 
regaled us with tribal drumming and 
dancing, which was contagious tot 
some. Then we got what we had been 
waiting for all afternoon - Catie Curtis. 
A few friends present didn't quite get 
enough of Catie, but her music would 
have to suffice. 
She led off with "Radical" from he.r 
new album Truth from Lies and I was 
happy hearing her continue on with 
many more songs from that album. We 
also got a kick out of the Cosy Sheridan 
number about simultaneous eating and 
driving, which definitely hit home. The 
New Hampshire feminist Connection, 
sponsor of the event, offered their time, 
energy and friendly volunteers to pro-
vide a gathering . that we hope will re-
turn next year. 
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CONNECTIONS, from page 4 ber of AIDS Response Seacoast will be 
Brooke understood my need to spealc a pre.sent to share in planning for the com-
motber's mind and heart without self- ing year. All those who are now care 
reaimination. He encouraged me to be givers, or who have been in the past, will 
a part of the formation of ''Connections", be warmly welcomed. 
a place where I could find support and "'Coimections" meets every month 
be supportive during the final year of my on the second Tu~y at the above time 
son's life-journey, -and beyond." and place. Support discussions 
"Connectiom", asupport group for and informational sharing are offeredm 
care givers, families and friencb-all a friendly, private atmosphere. Conti~ 
those whose lives are affected by HIV I dentiality are .assured. Wheelchair ac-
All)S-:'Will celebnle its fmt aoniv«- cessible. 
sary on Tuesday October 8th, from 7 to .For more information, call .603- . 
8:3·o p.m: iit the Exeter Congregational n2-6221 or €J03-436-8.963. . M 
Cliurc:b, 21 Front Street. A staff mem- · 
CRUISING from pace 4 
ing up the ne.rve to talk to someone that 
they were interested in. nme wu run-
ning out. When I asked how things were 
going, Cathy 1mw«ed, ''I'm feeling all 
kilMb of pressure. I can't perform un-
de.r i;ressure." We both laughed. I didn't 
mean to put pressure on her, of course, 
but here's betting that nex.t year, den 
mother CUsimano throws my notebook 
overboard. Senior deck officer Garrick 
. Olson, 22, has woited all three Clay Hill 
Farm auiaea. He said, "'We always md 
up snickering at the beginning, 'Ob no, 
not this auise again.' The first 45 min-
utes are 'a little tense."' But once he 
sees that first couple kiss, Olson said, 
''It's just like anyone else." The auise 
had come to him to feel just like any 
otbel, but likely not so for anoth« em-
ployee. A young woman wearing a uni-
. form · wu uted to dance by one of the 
revelers. 1be young woman apologized 
and said crew memb«s w«en't allowed 
NH A & E, from page 4 
bered to bring my binoculars. When the 
···sup« rock chide'' took the stage all 
decked 011~ in black leather, nothing 
could have matched the expression on 
Pam's face. 1bat expression remained 
throughout the entire show. She just 
couldn't take her eyes off her. Even 
though Melissa has reached superstar 
status, she can still reach in and rock you 
passionately. I do miss the sharing per-
sonal parts of herself. Now it seems to 
be m«e distant. But nobody can rock 
out like Melissa. Pam probably dre.amed 
about her in that leather outfit and spe.ak-
ing in her sexy voice for weeks. This 
concert marathon was coming to the ul-
timate climax. 
August 28th, I had front-row 
center seats to see k.d. Jang in Boston. 
My friendRitastood in line for 20 hours 
to get those tickets. May goddess bless 
her always. I'll admit right here and 
now, I'm a huge "k.d.-head." So excite-
ment was high as I picked up my friend 
Cheryl at the airport. She came all the 
way from Indiana to see k.d. up close 
and personal. We struck out for Boston 
early. I knew it would be a small night-
mare to find Harborlights. Driving into 
Boston is always a chore for me. After 
going around in circles three or four 
times, I finally zeroed in on the place. 
As I got out of the car in the parking lot, 
I could hear k.d. 's voice. We had gotten 
there in time for sound check. Standing 
outside the fence we watched lc.d. and 
the band warm up for about a half an 
hour. By the time the show started, we 
were more than ready. There is nothing 
compared to seeing k.d. lang live. Even 
someone not familiar with her music 
couldn't get bored. Her shifting of mu-
sical categories is like a walk through 
. to dance. · Missed her chance! About 20 
minltes before the boat pulled up at the 
dock, Renea·said that she was having a 
good time. The auisers w«e friendly,·· 
and she had chatted with folb she had 
never met before. She felt a "spark" with 
someone, but found out that the p«soo 
had a drinking i;roblem, so she didn't 
try to fan any flames. Pauli said of the 
auise, "'It was fun and all ... everybody 
juat seemed to be wilb somebody." She 
knew that wun't true, but she wasn't the 
only one to' nee tbe difficulty in figur-
ing out wbo wu UNUarhed. Lut year, 
women were uked as they boarded if 
they were single. Anyme who amwered 
yes received an angel sticker to wear. 
CUsimano said they decided to forego 
that this year, since alot of people pref er 
not to be so indentified. Just before the 
Thomas Laighton docked, Cathy re-
ported, '1 had an excellfflt time." She 
didn't meet anyone special having 
mostly sociali7.ed with her frienm. She 
· said. "'Next time I'll mingle." M 
Tow« Recorm. And whit's so amaz-
ing is her grasp of every style. She 
knows just the right jokes to seduce and 
tease the audience. Her voice alone 
leaves your spine tingling and your heart 
aching. 'two hours is never enough. I 
wanted it to go on all niglK. But the best 
things always come to an end. Cheryl 
and I headed home pumped from the 
show, but sad that it wu· the last time 
we would see k.d. for a while. Her tour 
is now ov« until she releases another 
album, which will probably be a few 
years away. The next day we got the 
Boston Herald to check out the review. 
The writer made a comment about lc.d. 
earning the flowers presented by a fan 
for the standing ovation rendition of the 
· Roy Orbison song "Crying." I was that 
fan-go girl! I couldn't have asked for 
a better end to the last four weeks of 
summ~. If only I could do it over and 
over again like the movie "Groundhog 
Day." Unfortunately, all I have is a bad 
caseof''k.d. withdrawal." M 
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by Aimsel Ponti 
Although the weather for sporting 
big heavy sweaters is upon us, there is 
an abundance of hot new music releases 
to keep your blood flowing. 
From R.E.M. to Mazzy Star 
things are getting very interesting this 
fall and my music addiction is in full 
swing. First, let's talk about what's al-
ready bee-n released over the last couple 
of weeks. One of the most esoteric and 
certainly cool record labels is 4 A.D. 
Their latest two offerings are from fe-
male vocalilst extrardinaires, Lisa 
Germano and Heidi Berry. I dig both 
records, but I must say, Heidi Berry has 
a simply beautiful voice that soothes and 
chills these ears of mine. Stepping back 
into the mainstream, I was on the verge 
Margo Timmins of Cowboy Junkies and CPR's Aimsel at Portland's State Street 
Church on Sept:ember 17th 
of seriously wondering what rock Sheryl 
Crow had hidden under when suddenly 
she's got a new song being played all 
over the place on FM radio. "If it Makes 
you Happy," marks Crow return the 
music scene and her self-titled follow up 
album (A&M) to "Tuesday Night Mu-
sic Club," hit the stores on September 
24th. Yeah.she's a bit poppy, but I'd be 
lying if I said I didn't like her sound. 
In the land of compilation albums 
there are a few noteworthy releases. 
First off, ''Honor," a double benefit al-
bum on Amy "Indigo Girl" Ray's 
independendent label, Daemon was just 
released. Its proceeds will benefit the 
Upconting arts and entertainnient notables ••. 
Mad Horse Theater Company: 
"A Funny thing happened on the Way 
to the Forum" 
October 2 - November 3 
955 Forest Ave. in Portland 
For ticket information and reservations 
call 'em at 797-3338. Live theater rules, 
Rockport Opera House 
"Cruthu Fialn (Wild Energy)" 
* An original collaboartion by writer 
Lorraine Brown, musician Jeffrey 
Densmore and choreographer Kareb 
Tvarian, this show fearures over 30 local 
talents. It's billed as an "ununusual 
musical exploration of heroes • /heroines' 
journey" 
Friday and Saturday, November 1 and 2 
Call the Artists Associates in Belfast at 
207-338-2734 for more information. 
This sounds pretty cool .. . 
Oak Street Theater 
"In my Head I'm Thin" 
Now through October 13 
Portland native Susan Poulin presents 
her show about women and body image. 
This also sounds very cool, and funny ! 
Ticket information: 775-5103 
Crown and Anchor 
( Provincetown, MA) 
Comedian Karen Ripley will be 
performing as part .------:------, 
of Women's Week 
in P-Town this year. 
She'll take the stage 
nightly at 9:00 p.m. 
the week of 
October14-19 and 
again on the 20 at 
4:00p.m. 
From what I've read 
about her, she sounds like a real 
hoot So if you 're heading to P-Town this 
may interest you. ( and if you 're heading 
Honor the Earth Campaign. Featured on 
it is a new song, "Blood Quantum," by 
the Indigo Girls. Also, a great live 
Bonnie Raitt tune, a live track from a 
personal favorite of mine, Jane Siberry, 
and a bunch of other artists that are both 
well and un-known. Good cause, good 
music. Enough said. Blue Plate records 
also just released their latest ••Mountain 
Stage" CD: Women live from Moun-
tain Stage. With such artists as Ani 
Difranco and the Indigo Girls, to name 
a few on it, this is a must have for fans 
of live music, especially when it's done 
by cool women. 
Once again, stepping back into the 
mainstream. R.E.M. are back with their 
tenth album, "New Adventures in Hi-fl" 
(WB). Having only heard it all the way 
through a few times I can already say it 
is much better than .. Monster." And 
PatU Smith does back-up vocals on one 
of it's tracks! 
With all the hype that Weird Al, 
Jeff Foxworthy andAdam Sandler have 
gotten with their comedy albums, I am 
finally glad that a woman is adding to 
this mix. And who better than the icon 
herself, Ellen Degeneres. Yes, our pal 
See HARVF.ST, page 
to P-town, I' m jealous!) 
First Parish Church (Temple & 
Congress) Portland 
Funny man Ed KarvoskJ, Jr. will be 
headlining at a benefit for Decline To 
Sign at the First Parish church on 
Sunday, October Z7 at 6:00 p.m. 
Also appearing will be H armonies 
Extraordtnatre featuring Lynn Deeves, 
Erika Gilbert and Val B~ett. The show 
is called "Music and Comic Review" 
and it supports a very worthy cause. 
First Parish Church (Temple & 
Congress) Portland 
Maine's own singer-songwriter, Kate 
Schrock, returns to Portland for a one-
nigbt solo performance on October 12 
at 8:30 pm. Tickets for the show are 
$10 in advance, $12 the day of the 
show and are available at Bull Moose 
Music, Play it Again, Amadeus, and 
elsewhere. 
Kate returns to Maine to continue 
production on her second album, and to 
perform for her loyal fans. This concert 
will feature new material, as well as 
music from her well received debut 
album, "Refuge." M 
I 
Dar, the Rising Star 
by Abnsel L. Ponti 
One of the most notable voices in 
folk music today belongs to a woman 
named Dar Williams. I remember see-
ing her play to a crowd of 8 people about 
four years ago in New Hampshire. She 
has come a long way since then- quite a 
long way. Her first album, 'Toe Hon-
esty Room" was re-issued on the Razor 
& Tie label two years ago and then 
"Mortal City" was released earlier this 
year. There's a few thin~ about Dar that 
set her apart from so many other musi-
cians of today. First, her voice. Hear-
ing Dar sing is almost a spiritual experi-
ence as her voice covers three octaves 
and can hit you like a ten ton truck or 
the lightest feather. 
Add to that the fact that Dar's song-
writing is nothing short of incredible. 
On her "Mortal City" album there's a 
song called "February." With only an 
acoustic guitar and a cello to back her, 
Dar sings about the bitterness, loneli-
ness and hopelessness of winter. 'The 
nights were long and cold and scary - I 
have lost to February." I think of sub-
zero days in Portland with a grey sky 
overhead and a badly broken heart. Yes, 
leave it to Dar to write a killer song that 
you can't help but love. 
One of my most cherished songs, 
by anybody, is by Dar Williams. "When 
I was a Boy'' from her "Honesty Room" 
album is the most sincere documenta-
tion of childhood I've ever seen anyone 
pen. When the memories of childhood 
innocence collide with today's reality, 
the results can make you crazy, or they 
can make you write a song like this one. 
"I won't forgot how Peter Pan 
came to my house, took my hand. I said 
I was a boy. I'm glad he didn't check," 
is the song's opening line. Then she goes 
on to say "But I know things have got to 
change, they got pills to sell, they got 
implants to put in, they got implants to 
remove, but I am not forgetting that I 
was a boy too." I don't think there are 
too many people out there who can't re-
late to a least a few lines of this one. 
And now for the really good part. 
DAR is coming to Maine. Not once but 
twice. Take your pick: North or South. 
On Saturday, October 5th, she'll be at 
Lewiston Middle School at 8:00 p.m. 
Tix are $14 (and well worth it) 
For more scoop on that show call 
LIA Arts at 1-800-639-2919. Or, if 
you're local to that area, 782-7228. 
And then on Friday the 11th, Dar 
will be at Jonathan's in Ogunquit. Call 
1-800-464-9934 or 207-646-4777. 
So Just say Dar. And Just see Dar 
ARTIST PROFILE: 
Kate Schrock 
Kate Schrock sensed, at five years 
of age, that music would play a tremen-
dous part in her life. Music 'in her head' 
became full compositions starkly remi-
niscent of early George Winston ... with 
lyrics. '.'Refuge," Kate's · debut album 
release, officially marks the beginning 
of her musical presence. With the pulse 
and honesty of an intimate conversation, 
her sparse, hypnotic piano style and rich 
vocals pull you into a lyrically intense 
realm. As raw and as candid as its criti-
cal comparison, Joni Mitchell's "Blue," 
"Refuge" transcends a full range of emo-
tions with unparalleled grace. 
Growing up in a small village on 
the coast of Maine, Kate learned early 
to foster her independence. After high 
school, she ch~e to travel. From the 
chaos of New York City to the streets of 
Paris, France, to the solace of Tunisia 
and finally to the University of Chicago 
to study philosophy. In Chicago, she 
fronted the five piece band Sin Embargo, 
who enjoyed college and local radio ac-
claim for several years. Fueled by the 
eventual breakup of the band, Kate be-
gan writing for piano and vocals, and 
developed her unique solo style. 
From the midwest back to the 
I ~} 9 G - 9 7 PER F O R 1\ 1 AN C E S ER I ES 
HOT NEO FOLK! 
"The most 
impressive new 
voice to burst 
through in 
years." 
- Christine Lavin 
Season Underwriter 
• """1/.i(f 
With special guest 
MARK ERELLI 
Associate Sponsor 
B RANN & lsAACSON 
Dar William.s 
Saturday. October 5 at 8:00 p.m. 
Lewiston Middle School Auditorium 
Reserved Seating $14/$12 ($10Students & Seniors) 
49 Lisbon Street 
Lewiston, Maine 04240 
For Tickets & Information 
(800) 639-2919 
Coc-,.ot .frontier Commlllicltiono ol Now Engln! 
or(207)782-7228 in the local area 
Tickets on sale weekdays 9:00 a.m.--4:30 p.m. 
& one hour before every performance. 
Visa I~ I Discowr I Amex I Checks I Gash 
SEASOIJ U'JOERVIRITERS • . · • 
"" . ~ . ' . . . 
. ' . . . . . . 
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Dar Williams: She's not playing to only eight people in the audience anymore. 
northeast, Kate attended Bennington 
College for a degree in theater perfor-
mance, but spent most of her time there 
improvising with the jazz students. At 
school 's end, she moved back to New 
York, scored an independent short film 
and began playing on Bleeker Street. 
See PROFILE, page 8 
r·=--=-·==--=-·==--=:==:·1 
.. ™wE~T 58 Pine Street I· 
II ·~ Portland •I .
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•• So. Maine's gay community j. 
!! j! 
II Serving lunch Tues.-Fri., 11 :30-2:00 •II 
•• 
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HAR~T, from page 6 concert luck wasn't so damn bad, I would 
Ellen is releasing ''fue This" on Lava hopeshe'dplayhere. Wellwe'lljusthave 
records on October 4th. Quite the title from to wait and hope. If you were among the 
a woman whose sexuality is under the mi- 1500 people at the Sarah Mclachlan show 
croscope of lesbians nationwide. As some- at the State 'Theater a couple of years ago 
one who does not support the practice of then you probably remember Paula Cole. 
"outing" people who are either not gay or She opened the show, leaving me breath-
not ready to come out for their own per- less with a set of pipes that would make 
sonalreasoru Ijust want to say , leave Ellen even a healthy ceiling fall down. 
alone! Love her 'cause she's so damn Thatremindsme, ifyouheardavery 
funny and terribly cute, not be.cause of her loud, very devestating sobbing sound on 
mysterious sexuality. However, rve heard Thursay , August 29th, then I apologize. 
that her publicist for the 1V show has said That was me when I heard the Tori Am~ 
that DeGeneres' character may become show had been cancelled. Long faces were 
gay this season. In fact, did you catch the spotted everywhere on that bitter Saturday. 
season premiere? A real estate agent was I'd like to think that there's magic still left 
showingEllenslidesofhouses. When they in the State Theater. When all the angry 
came to Ellen's dream house, the agent dust settles, this music fan hopes that 
held up a hand puppet to the screen, w~ch shows will once again take place at one of 
was to represent Ellen in her own home. the be.$t damn places I could ever hope to 
'Then she held up another puppet to repre- see a show, the State Theater. 
sent a husband. Ellen quiclcly remarked "I Cowboy Junkies howewerdid man-
think that's the wrong puppet show!" age to get their cancelled Stale Theater 
That's enough to glue me to my tiny show re-located to the State Street Olurch. 
little 1V every Wednesday night. Anyway, They played for nearly two hours to a sold 
look for ' 'faste This" at, you guessed it, out crowd. Afterwards, singer Margo 
your favorite independent record store. TlDllllins was nice enough to come out to 
I'm anxious to hear what the new the lobby and talk to people. I ran a few 
Maxey Star album will sound like. It's blocks home to grab my "Caution Horses" 
out on October 29th on Capitol records. CD which TlDlmins nicely signed after 
Can't remember who they are? Well you posing for_acoupleofphoto opportunities 
probably remember their WCCY anthem with myself~ a few other groupies, uh, 
"Fade Into You." I mean fans. Nothing else will do when 
And then, there's Paula Cole. She's you 're in a Cowboy Junkies mood. Such 
gone from Imago records and is now with was the case on the night of September 
Warner Brothers who are releasing "This 17th. This band seems to get better with 
Fire" on October 15th. It'll feature a duet time, and Margo TIDlmin's voice, well, you 
with Cole's founding father of sorts, Peter just got to hear her sing. Woah ... 
Gabriel . When Paula Cole sings, the earth And really quick, before this article's 
does indeed move. Her 'Harbinger" al- over, also be on the lookout for the new 
bum put her serorely on the map and I LusdousJacksononCapitolRecord.5. It's 
suspect the new one will keep her there. due out on October 15th. rve heard it, it's 
She's doing a national tour al¥i if Portland's very cool. M 
' CQOKIN 
KATAHDIN 
WkrJ, Motkfr N,t'4rf is ,ddiKg 
coJor to tk, tr,,,, 
f ft "' ,dd IOtttf coJor 
to yo6', diKi"f ,~p,,i,KCf. 
UW#Ulf.J& 
uwwiuli.rt 
~,u ;r1r.t vr.lu/ 
Comer of Spring~ High StreetSt Portland - 774-1740 
5:pm-lOpm, Mon-Thu; Spm-llpm, Fri & Sat 
SINGIN' OUT! STICK 




Due to busy 
performanc e 
L-. .-...:L.1.~.:___; _ _J s c he du 1 e this 
month's Sing in' 
Out! is a reprint of the debut article. 
Marlin will return next month. 
O.K, we all know about K.D.Lang, 
Indigo Girls, Melissa Ethridge, Janis Ian 
andl Michael Stipe. More and more 
maiinstream artists are coming out after 
stardom and my hat is off to them. It 
'takes a lot of nerve to come out to the 
whole world at one time. My interest 
herie is not the gay superstars of today 
so much as the gay superstars oftomor-
. row. There are out new artists across the 
country searching .for friendly ears. It 
seems to me that very few people in 
So\Jlthem Maine even know that such a 
genre' as 'gay music' exists, or why it 
miE:ht be desirable. The second part is 
easy: I want to hear a man sing his love 
to another man because that's how my 
heart sings. I want to hear a woman sing 
her love for another woman because it 
strengthens my vision of a.world where 
love is good no matter who the recipi-
ent may be. The first part is getting easier 
- slowly. The word is getting out in the 
'big' cities that gay music is here. New 
York City celebrates 'Gay Music Month' 
(October) with a full calendar of music 
events from "A Night ofGLAMA" (Gay 
andl Lesbian American Music Awards) 
to coffeehouse, church and bookstore 
venues featuring local and out of towners 
concerts. 
Thanks to the organizers of Port-
land and Bangor Pride and the 
fundraising eff'orts of Maine Won't Dis-
crirninate we've been treated to a grow-
2nd Annual Halloween 
Masquerade Ball 
On Friday October 25, Portland's 
Pavilion located at 188 Middle Street, 
will come alive as costumed participants 
vie for top cash prizes for best costume. 
Sha1ton Rose ofWCSH-TV 6Alive will 
be in attendance as guest host along with 
sev1eral celebrity judges. The judging 
willl be held from 6-9 PM. The Ball is 
from 8 PM to 1 AM. 
This event, produced by 
Funraisers, is a benefit for the Maine 
AIDS Alliance. Tickets are $15 per 
person or $25 per couple and can be 
purchued through PAWS, 142 High St., 
#33,0, Drop Me A Line, 611 Congress 
St., The Underground, 3 Spring St., or 
Spcll'tsman's in Lewiston. For tickets and 
further information, call 207/871-9.109. 
Do1ri't miss out on the Halloween fun! fl. 
ing number of gay musicians here in 
Maine, and I suspect there may be many 
more musicians we haven't heard of in 
the wings. I hope we'll be hearing from 
some new voices as the Decline to Sign 
campaign is just beginning it's gather-
ing forces . Does Maine have the cour-
age (interest) to support what could be a 
nationwide movement to let our voices 
be heard? We've shown our support to 
the Gay Men's Chorus and The Flirta-
tions but what about all the new voices 
? We ask the world to open their minds 
and hearts to us , can we open our hearts 
and ears to each other and listen to our 
love singing ? 
If you are a gay musician, drop me 
a line. Let's get the word out. There is 
strength in numbers. If you are interested 
in new gay music or if you have inf or- ' 
mation about gay music events in Maine 
please let me know so we can spread the 
word. If we create the demand for our 
music the music stores, book stores and 
performance venues will naturally fol-
low. If we wait to hear it on the radio, 
we won't hear it. Let's play gay music 
in our cars , kitchens, bars and book-
stores, share the music with our local 
D .J.'s and make what we hear in our 
hearts, what we hear all around us. Till 
then keep SINGIN' OUT! . 
Martin Swinger is an out per-
former of traditional, contemporary and 
original folk music who is currently 
working on his second album of Gay 
Folk Music. His first gay album 
SINGIN'OUT is available at A Differ-
ent Light Bookstore in NYC and by 
mail. You may contact Martin in care of 
CPR. M 
PROFil..E, from page 7 
She eventually came full circle, 
back to Maine, to revisit her roots and 
to connect with a vital music commu-
nity in Portland. 
It was during her stay in Portland 
that she also completed her self-pro-
duced debut album on her own 
Kakelane Music label, which has been 
well received, not only in New En-
gland, but around the country as well. 
The success of ''Refuge" outside the re-
mote locale of Maine has fueled Kate's 
move back to Chicago where she is 
continuing to write, record, and per-
form. As a live performer, she pos-
sesses the rare ability to geminely ~ 
tivate her audience with an emotional 
and musical intensity which is both fa-
miliar and riveting. M 
P•-,eryo•n• "' ,.,,,,_Claa'• s.1o. 
Guys! 
Don't kt your skin 
get a day older 
Introducing skin mn 
,:specially for me& 
Mini facials 
Body Clay Packs 





Unden Flower Moiltmizer 
lmmortelle Bye Cream 
Meadowsweet Cay Miik 
Mint Buoliator 
Grapefruit Body Lotion 
:....... __ _.;..--J Evming Primrose Night Cream 
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To Your Health: Lesbian Health Project Update 
by Tania Jo 
Hathaway 
The Lesbian 
Health Project of 
Southern Maine 
has been involved 
in several projects 
over the spring and 
summer. Here is an update on one 
project watch for more updates in the 
future! 
Breast and Cervical Health 
Program 
The Breast and Cervical Health 
Program (BCHP) is a program that tar-
gets women who are thought to be at a 
higher risk of developing breast and cer-
vical cancer. Women defined as being 
at higher risk include poor women, older 
women, rural women and lesbians. Re-
search shows that these groups are less 
likely to get annual pap smears and 
mammograms-the best medical meth-
ods to date for early detection of cervi-
cal and breast cancer. 
BCHP is funded by federal grant 
money and is administered in six areas 
in Maine by the Bureau of Health. The 
organization implementing the program 
in Portland is the cityfs Public Health 
Division. 
Last winter, Maureen Oancy, co-
ordinator of the program for Portland 
Public Health, invited LHP/SM to be 
part of the local BCHP Coalition, 
Women First. Since that time, LHP/SM 
has served as a resource to Women First 
regarding issues of access to health care 
for lesbians. 
In the case of pap smears and mam-
mograms, the issues revolve around in-
clusiveness/visibility/sensitivity from 
health care practitioners and affordablity 
of services. 
LHP/SM has participated in the 
program by 1) consulting with Women 
First on the development of brochures 
and other materials that signal 
inclusivity to lesbians, 2) providing a 
volunteer from LHP/SM to attend a 
media spokesperson training, 3) provid-
ing a volunteer to be trained to~ oth-
ARTISTS for AIDS AWARENESS 
Artists for AIDS Awareness (AFAA) 
is an organization of ooncemedAroomook 
County citizem dedicated to IIlV/AIDS 
education and prevention 
Their goal is to nurture a more com-
passionate, supportive, and Wlderstanding 
c;ommunity. AFAA annual "Benefit to 
Celebrate Life," scheduled· this year for 
Saturday, March 22, 1997, raises funds to 
support education and prevention activi-
ties in Aroostook County. 
This year, AFAA will fund non-profit 
youth programs and public schools in the 
1 QQl.-()7 ~r~Mmir y<><>r i\J:.,\_A. .oock.J p~o-
posils that w~ toward HIV prevention 
education activities through using tbeArts. 
A few of the unlimited number of possi-
bilities might include theater presentatiom, 




ard Aldington and 
Alexander the 
Great and come-
dian Woody Allen 
and Brett Ander-
son and Marie 
Antoinette and singer Joan Baez and 
Josephine Baker and Tallulah Bankhead 
and Djuna Barnes and actress Rosanne 
Barr and countess Elizabeth Bathory and 
former congressman Robert Bauman 
and Gladys Bentley and Ensign Vernon 
E. (Copy) Berg Ill, Playboy cover girl 
Sandra Bernhard and actress Sarah 
Bernhardt and composer Leonard 
Bernstein and ambassador's daughter 
Henrietta Bingham and Angela 
musical presentations or sculpture. Col-
laborative projects are encouraged. 
Applicants should keep in mind that 
AFAA will fund projects/programs up to 
$500.00. Applications must be received 
no later than November 30, 1996. '1t's our 
expectation that these projects will raise 
community awareness to the barriers 
people with IIlV/AIDS face and to the 
barriers youth face in making safer sex 
decisions. All programs must involve 
youth in planning and implementing arts 
' projects to achieve positive outcomes listed 
.in tho Reque.st for Proposals and grant ap-
plication," said Deb Madore, an AFAA 
member. 
For more information or an applica-
tion form, contact Deb Madore at 
HEALTH 1st in Presque Isle at (207)768-
3056 or(800)432-7881. M 
BYBI 
Bowie ~d singer David Bowie and Paul 
Bowles and actor Marlon Brando and 
sex activist Susie Bright and poet Lord 
Byron and Julius Caesar and painter 
Dora Carrington and author John 
Cheever and Queen Christina of S we-
den and writer Jean Clausen and Mont-
gomery Oift and rock star Kurt Cobain 
and editor Rachel Cohen and Colette and 
Joan Crawford and poet Countee Cullen 
and heiress and author Nancy Cunard 
and Ram Dass and poet H.D. (Hilda 
Doolittle) and Ani DiFranco and 
Marlene Dietrich and Jeanne Eagels and 
Edith Lees Ellis and James Dean and 
· Marianne Faithfull and Errol Flynn and 
See BY BI, page 15 
METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY CHURCH 
Inclusive, non-homophobic, liberation-based. 
The Gospel of Jesus, The ~st, for all people 
Northern Lights MCC of August .. ME Circle of Hope MCC of Portland,·ME 
4:00 pm Sanday. Communion each week . 4:00 pm Saturday, 
2.3 miles fro~ Cony circle on Rt. 201 Immanuel Baptist, 156 High Street 
FMI: Bill at 207.453.9750 FMI: 207.773.0119 
Interpreted for the hearing impaired. 
E'Dery person is welcomed! Please join us! 
ers how to be peer health educators, and 
4) providing a volunteer from LHP/SM 
to be trained as a peer health educator. 
In addition, Maureen Clancy and 
anLHP/SM volunteer attended a lesbian 
awareness and sensitivity training spon-
sored by the BHCP staff from Massa-
chusetts~e training was targeted to-
ward health care providers who will be 
delivering services under the BCHP. 
There are plans for LHP/SM and Women 
First to deliver this same training to the 
directors of the other 5 organizations 
implementing BCHP throughout Maine. 
The Bad News and the Good 
LHP/SM applauds the efforts of 
Women First to include the health care 
needs oflesbians in their program. How-
ever, LHP/SM cannot endorse this pro-
gram for lesbians because we cannot 
ensure that the health care providers in 
this program are knowledgeable about 
lesbian health needs. 
The key piece missing from the 
Women First program is training for its 
health care providers regarding lesbian 
health. Without it, a lesbian client in the 
Women First program may not receive 
lesbian specific services--and in fact 
is in danger of encountering the very 
same negative responses (invisibility, 
homophobic remarks, etc.) that keep les-
bians away from paps/mammograms in 
the first place. 
Women First recognizes this pro-
grammatic flaw and continues to raise 
discussion about training for health care 
providers. In addition, Women First has 
gone an extra step and will join LHP/ 
SM in offering a Cancer Screening 
Clinic specifically for lesbians. Services 
will be provided by LHP/SMfs volun-
teer staff of lesbian knowledgeable 
health care practitioners. For those who 
qualify, a free mammogram will be of-
fered to participants in the Clinic (see 
related article this issue) through the 
Women First program. 
Tania Jo Hathaway is the coordi-
nator of the Lesbian Health Project of 
Southern Maine, PO Box 11048 Port-
land ME 04104. (207)657-5864. 
Free Cancer Screening Clinic offered by LHP/SM 
The Lesbian Health Project of Southern Maine, in conjunction with Port-
land Public Health, will off er its third Cancer Screening Clinic for Lesbians on 
Saturday, December 7, 1996, from 9:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M. 
LHP/SM has served over 25 lesbians since it began sponsoring free clinics 
in April 1995. More than 90% of our clients have returned surveys stating that 
they were very satisfied with staff, services, and follow up care. 
Services are offered free of charge; donations large and small enable LHP/ 
SM to continue offering services . If you would like to send a donation to help 
sponsor this clinic, please make your check payable to LHP/SM and mail to PO 
Box 11048 Portland ME 04101. 
To set up an appointment, and to see if you qualify for a free mammogram, 
call LHP/SM at (207)657-5864. 
Q ueen of the hill. 
Top of the heap. 
Still number one. 
DAMRON 
~,"l~t~z· .,, '··~· 




the first name and the last word in gay travel 
since 19 64 
For a free DAMRON product catalog 
call (800) 462-6654/( 415) 255-0404 
DamronCo@aol.com 
http://www.damron.com/ 
The Damron Company is pm ud to support ihe 
Names Project Quilt 
October ll~13, 1996 in Washington D.C 
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609 Congress Street 
Portland, Main• 04101 
Box Office: 207 879 1112 
• Authentic Mexican Food 
• Now Serving Fresh Fruit Margarita's 
• Vegetarian Specials 
Lwtch & D1Mrr Mon-Sat 
l.mlch Fram ~JO• Dinner ts.99 • fl.99 
618 Congress St .. Portland 
(Across from the State Theatre) 
774-6089 Take Out Available 




620 Congress Stree t 
Portland , Maine 041 0 1 
~ WM~M§~CAl ~~W or: 
DAVID CEDRONE0 
OalOINAL aa1woaK1 
lSO Ni,I. Street, Portla~, Mai"e OilOl 
101 l(, 1 Uot 
FORE RIVER 
The Arts Pi•trjct 
Coffee By Design Fine Coffees & teas 
The State Theatre Live entertainment v, 
Zeitgeist Gargoyles and gifts from the g 
The Whimaic:111 World of David Cedrone Art 
Mesa Verde Vegetarian and Mexican cui 
Drop Me A Line Cards and gifts 
Katahdin Unique American cuisine 
Bridge to South Portland and Cape 
. DRoP ~M[ A LIN[ ... 
PROGRESSIVE CARDS, GIFTS + WRAP 
611 CONGRESS ST~ POR1I.AHO • 773-5547 
BLACKS TONES 
6 Pine St. Portland 
Oper, Mor,day - 'Friday J 
4:00 pn,. uoh11:oo an,. 
.Saturday ar,d .Suoday 
1:00 p~. ur,til 1:00 an,. 






THE T · 58 Pine Street 
:;;.·, E Portland 
~ ID 113-8223 
:}~ Qf.oThlJQhm' 
Cuisine with a flair! 
Serving from 5 p.m. 
Casual ambiance 
Closed on Mondays 
I I 
CQNDOM 
I I sense! me. 
"It's common sense" 
424 Fore Street 
Portland, Maine 0410 I 
(207) 871-0356 
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BACK COVE 
Amaryllis Clothing Co . 
41 Exchange Street Portland , Maine 04101 
207 772-4439 
Wonderful Clothing ___ __, 
Exchange Street t Fore Street 
Condom Sense Get some 
Abacus Contemporary American crafts 
Walter's Cafe Innovative cuisine 
Perfetto Northern Italian cuisine 
Amaryllis Women's clothing 
2 Free Street, Portland, Maine 04101 









28 Exchange Street 






P.O. Box 5123 
106 High Street 
Portland, Maine 04101 
207-77 4-17 40 
Fine .-1 maican Cra fts 2 
• l!11J"rnm Q•iali(r J ~u:elry 
44 Exchmge Street, Portlmd, 
M~e 04101 207-Tn-4880 
36 Mmt Street, Freeport, 
M~e 04032 207-865 6620 
Simply 
the finest in 
casual dining 
15 Exchange Street 
Portand, Maine 04101 
207-871-WALT 
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Okay, so I 
went around tell-
ing my friends that 
I made t wo 
women extremely 
happy over the 
weekend. Of 
course, my 
friends , knowing 
me as they do simply raised an eyebrow 
and said, "Oh really." I was forced to 
admit that the women I made happy were 
Karen Geraghty and Betsy Smith of 
Ml.GPA because I told them that CPR 
was going to run MLGPA's fund-raiser 
on the front page. 
Many of you already know that 
Ml.GPA has been the driving force be-
hind much of the positive political ac-
tivism in our community. Ml.GPA was 
them during the struggle for the Port-
land ordinance, during the Vote No on 1 
battlie and now with the Decline to Sign 
campaign. They are advocates for our 
rights on many fronts, including their 
lobbying efforts in Augusta. They con-
tinually educate our lawmakers and the 
public at large about who we are and 
what protections we need. 
For those of us who are not so po-
litically savvy, the information Ml.GPA 
gath1ers, compiles and distributes helps 
us detennine who the candidates are who 
will help us in the battle for equal rights. 
.It's time now to come out and show 
support for those on the front lines. 
Bring yourself, bring a friend, bring your 
checkbook. You may not feel like a 
political activist, you may not feel po-
litical in any way, but one thing is for 
sure. Every piece of positive ground this 
group gains, you get to enjoy as well. 
So come out and enjoy the festivi-
ties and show your support as Ml.GPA 
presents Ed Karvoski , Jr., · comedy 
writer/comedian on Sunday,·October 27 
at 6:00 PM at First Parish Church, 425 
Congress St., Portland. 
Check out the October calendar 
listings for other events being sponsored 
by MLGPA and the Decline to Sign 
Campaign . 
C,;~ 
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by David Cook 
The Senate's 
recent passage of 
the Defense of 
Marriage Act and 
its concurrent re-
jection of a gay anti-discrimination mea-
sure are reason indeed for gay men and 
lesbians everywhere to be angry: people 
with non-mainstream domestic relation-
ships are being made scapegoats for the 
truly dire economic and social condi-
tions that many mainstream families are 
in. Bitterness, anger, and cynicism are 
the understandable products of this lat-
est piece of malfeasance on the part of 
our elected officials - including the 
President, whose signature on the De-
fense of Marriage Act is already prom-
ised. 
But, while revohing indeed, these 
developments don't constitute a defen-
sible rationale for supporting Bob Dole 
or a third-party candidate for president. 
The notion that we should somehow 
"teach Clinton a lesson" by voting for 
Dole or someone else is the kind of 
muddle-headed thinking that is sure to 
leave gay Americam holding the very 
short end of the gay rights stick. 
There are two excellent reasons to 
vote for Bill Qinton. First, however 
annoyed we might be at the latest fail-
ure of government to recognize our 
rights, Qinton's record on gay rights is 
better than Dole's. During Clinton's first 
NGLTF from page 2 
The GOP platform says,•• ... we 
oppose discrimination based on sex, 
race, age, creed, ~t: ·~ional origin, and 
will vigorously enforce anti-discrimina-
tion statutes. We reject the distortion of 
those la,ws to cover sexual preference ~ . .. 
NGLTF also praised the 
platform's appeal to 11topthe scapegoat-
ing_of immigrants and opposition to end:-
ing ·affirmative action. "We deplore 
those· who blame immigrants ~or eco-
no~i.c ~c;l social problems,'.' stated the 
platform. While calling for an end.to il-
legal unmtgration, the platform urges all 
Ainericam "to avoid the temptation to 
campaign, when it really could have cost 
him votes, he campaigned loudly for an 
end to anti-gay discrimination in the 
military. And although "don't ask, don't 
tell" is a pretty sorry compromise, let's 
not forget that it was reached under the 
threat of resignation of top military ad-
visoirs and it ~ better than what we had 
before. Contrast this with the basic Re-
publican attitude of intolerance for gays 
in th.e military. Dole's own attitude to- · 
ward gay rights is unclear, but he is so 
afraitd of looking soft on queers that, 
early on in the campaign, he rejected a 
donation from a gay Republican orga-
nizaltion. . 
As to Clinton's support for the 
Defonse of Marriage Act, it stinks and 
I've denounced it before in this column. 
But let's get _real - both parties are 
against gay marriage and the bill was 
passed with substantial bipartisan sup-
port.. It will take more time, education, 
and activism before gay rights can be-
come a solid plank in a progressive plat-
fom1. But it's unlikely to ~ become 
a pl.imk in a Republican platform. It 's 
true that the Libertarian Party supports 
gay marriage, but what of it? Except 
for wishful thinking, this is a two-party 
country. Show me an alternative progres-
sive party with real grassroots support 
so tlnat ·I won't be throwing away my 
vote: by voting for it, and I'll consider 
changing my party affiliation. For the 
present, gay people cannot afford to 
use 1this issue to divide people ... " and 
" ... as a pretext for discrimination." The 
platform opposes barring children of "il-
legal immigrants" from schools, and that 
sucb efforts are "mean spirited and short-
sighted." NGLTF agreed with the plat-
form in "oppos[ing] Sen. Dole's prom-
ise to end affirmative action." 
The Bad -News · 
The Task Force strongly criticized 
the platform's lack of attention to two 
aitiical issues affecting gay, lesbian, bi-
sex111al and transgender Americans: our 
families and relationships, and our right · 
to serve our country in' the military. 
NGLTF also objected to language on 
welfare reform. ' 
waste their votes on a pointless display 
of petulance. 
There are some other fairly-com-
pelling reasons to vote for Clinton as 
well. He held the line when Republicans 
were trying to eviscerate social pro-
grams. The new budget and welfare re-
form are bad news, but an all-Republi-
can version would have been worse 
news. And what about women's rights, 
affirmative action, and health care re-
form? Gay people are too smart to be 
one-issue voters. 
In addition, the outcome of this 
election may have long-term effects on 
the focus of political proa~ ~ --"l.m.e:._..:.::~ 
time to come. A vote for Clinton is the 
first step toward restoring a democratic 
majority in Congress. If Republicans are 
allowed to control both the Congress mN 
the presidency, it will be a long, dark 
miserable start to the next millennium. 
And don't forget the possibility that the 
next President may get to pick a Su-
preme Court justice or two. Whom do 
you want picking those justices? Bill 
Clinton or Rush Limbaugh? 
Politics is about real people in real 
government. It works frustratingly and 
bizarrely at the best of times. By all 
means, throw out b2!b.parties and let's 
have a revolution. But, short of that, 
abandoning Clinton now will only dump 
gays from the frying pan into the fire, a 
pros~t that seems a little too medieval 
for my taste. 
Same-Gender Marrjage and 
Families: '"There is no recognition in 
the.platform of gay, lesbian, bisexual and 
transgender families, including our lov-
ing_r~lationships, and the 'importance of 
ending discrimination against our fami-
lies," said NGLTF's Melinda Paras. 
"Same-gender marriage and our right to 
keep or adopt children all are key issues 
for us. The platform spends consider-
able space talking about 'Strong hetero-
sexual· families, but ignores the loving, 
caring, but vulnerable families we as gay 
people foster." 
The GOP platform is openly hos-
tile to gay families, in particular on 
same-gender marriages. It "endotse[s] 
' See NGLTF,'page 19 
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To the FAitor: 
RE: the story on the NH T-shirts 
. . . This is the same town that in 
1991 the police were threatening to ar-
rest patrons and store owners that wore 
or sold T-shirts with a condom on it that 
said "cover me I'm going in". There 
seems to be something \Dlproductive and 
misguided with this new T-shirt scandal. 
. . . I see it as superficial outrage 
if the queer protestors continue to pick 
on this one person while the same shirts 
are sold nearby (and they are sold 
nearby, more so now.) Is the issue that 
the community 's standard promotes ho-
mophobia all over town or that a store 
owner broke his promise to a group 
many straigths may see as gay wackos 
and buffoons, missing the whole point. 
. .. . Unless they clarify they 're di-
rection to make some larger sense, I' m 
inclined to side with the store owner 's 
posture to do what's acceptable in the 
community. The protest is in fact caus-
ing more of those crappy T-shirts to 
spread across New Hampshire (to God, 
a motorcylce club) and promote ho-
mophobia, not stop it. 
. . . the town, all the stores, not 




days ago, I parked 
my car in down-
town Dover and 
walked toward the 
coffee joint where 
I was supposed to 
meet a friend. 
simply shut the protest down. As a 
former New Hampshire resident, I be-
lieve beating this one store in the head-
lines will not do anything appreciable 
to stop homophobia. 
- . .. As is, I can't support this pro-
test. 
Michael Rossetti, Portland 
Simple things 
When my partner and I left Wyo-
ming, I wanted to move to some gay 
ghetto so we could hold hands in pub-
lic. Instead, we ended up in Caribou-
must have missed a tum somewhere ·. 
The gift of the Caribou experience was 
practicing being out in a community of 
9,400 where one doesn't get lost in the 
crowd. I should note that I was married 
to a woman for 12 years prior to coming 
out. The interesting life comparison is 
that things I took for granted during my 
' 'heterosexual life" now have become 
political statements: Simple things-Any 
Display of Public Affection -Cll.oosing 
to Have a Joint Checking Account-
(Raised a few eyebrows at Caribou Shop 
and Save) -Renting an apartment to-
gether and not creating the appearance 
of separate bedrooms -Refusing to ref er 
to Jim as my "friend" (although he is) 
or my roommate -Exploring mortgage 
financing -Writing Jim's name as my 
spouse on medical information forms -
Sending flowers through the local flo-
rist on Valentine's Day -Planning a Com-
mitment Ceremony The ultimate recent 
self-censorship was failing to dance to-
gether at a wedding ceremony last week. 
And wouldn't you know it, the band 
played 3 Village People Songs in a Row, 
and then Gloria Gaynor's "I Will Sur-
vive" We've got to work on that one. 
One last thought- I was very troubled 
by the article in the most recent CPR 
where Mr. Mohr (first name escapes me) 
said he was voting for Bob Dole to pun-
ish Bill Ointon's compromised positions 
on gay issues. While I remain angry 
about Mr. Clinton's position, it seems 
rather pointless to take the "worse evil." 
Talk about "cutting off your vote to spite 
your race"! !! Wouldn't a vote for the 
Green Party candidate make a lot more 
sense if one is choosing to make an ·anti-
Clinton statement??? Oh well ..... thanks 
for indulging my ramblings- not that you 
had any choice. 
Be well, 
Jim Potter, Brunswick 
all likelihood, intones that homosexual-
ity is evil. Terry wondered if they chose 
that song because a lesbian wrote it. By 
rewriting it, they "save" it, and send a 
message to their audience. At any rate, 
judging by the quality of the band, they 
won't be getting beyond storefront 
churches, whereas Melissa just played 
the Fleet Center in Boston. Some-
times justice is divine. M 
Soon I heard music in the evening air 
and saw, across the street from the caf e, 
a bunch of teenagers milling outside a 
storefront with an open door. Thro~gh 
the door, I saw a female singer backed 
by guys on instruments. The tune cer-
tainly was familiar. But the singer was 
monkeying around with the lyrics. In-
stead of "I'm the Only One," she sang 
''He's the Only One." Well, it didn't take 
long to see what was going on here. The 
band was stationed inside something 
called the Victory Cllapel. They had al-
tered the words of Melissa Etheridge's 
passionate rock song to make it into a 
Christian ditty. The song ended, so I 
didn't get to hear how much more of it 
they had altered, but my friend Terry said 
there were other lyric changes that made 
it clear the song concerned Jesus. Terry 
takes her music seriously, as you can tell 
by reading htt story on page x about 
her August concert goings. When I got 
to the coffee place, she was still recov-
ering from this saaeligious treatment of 
Melissa. It is no wonder bands like that -lJ 
choose hit songs. Familiar tunes help fl 
draw people in. . ,r~ 
And Uw particular song happens 
to be easily cooverted. The irony here 
is too good. A Christian band belts out 
a tune bS, Melissa Etheridge, lesbian star 
and star lesbian. It's hardly likely that 
hen is a "lifestyle" they approve of. But 
they certainly owe h« a debt, using h« 
music to entice people off the streets to 
hear their message. A message that, in 
(Editor's Note: With this issue of 
CPR we bid farewell to Leslie as our 
New Hampshire Editor. As she pursues 
other creative avenues, we wish her the 
best of luck and thank her for her work 
on 'behalf of Community Pride Reporter.) 
Blood donor funitations . 
by Laurie DeU 
On September 17th I went to Port-
land Biologicals Inc., Plasma Center 
donor site on Congress Street, to donate 
plasma and quickly found myself a vic-
tim of discrimination. After having 
pa.ued a pre-saeeoing by certified re-
ceptionist-medical technician Linda 
Weeks, I was asked to state the reason 
for my prescribed estrogen therapy 
medications. To be brief, I identified 
myself as Tramsexual. After a few min-
ute& wait, I was escorted into the exami- · 
nation room for a standard physical. 
The physical never took place. 
Waiting for me was "Physicians Substi-
tute" Pat Keene who said, "A dumce 
exists you engage in sex with eithtt men 
or women and are promiscuous, thtte-
fore you may not donate. I'm sorry." 
When did you last have sex? Are 
you promiscuous? Do you use narcot-
ics? Dirty needles? F.ngage in uq,ro-
tected sex? lbese questions nevtt en-
tered into any conversation, md my 
sexual oriedation was only presumed. 
1bat I have been HIV tested twice a year 
for the last three yean or 1hat I have an 
excellent bill of health from my physi-
cian was never brought up. No one 
seemed to idmtify me as a transsexual 
until the end when I gave a medical rea-
son for my medication regimen. I was 
pauing with flying colors until I 'outed' 
myself. 
. . . I've writtm for the Coutal 
Journal and the Times Record in 
Brunswick, a Free Press article here at 
USM and for CPR once before, and I 
knew that I bad a story for one of these 
papers. After leaving the Center, I ran 
to my apartment to retrieve a tape re-
corder and then returned. Once th«e I 
identified myself, only this time as a re-
porttt. I asked Plasma Center manager 
"Omles" for a statement, to which he 
replied, "No." I asked him to provide 
forms. or paperwork expressing the rea-
s~ I was denied. His response was 
again, "No." I asked him if there was 
anything he would like to say in defense 
of the company. His answ« was, .. No." 
When I 'asked to speak to "Physicians 
Substitute" Keene, she suddenly became 
"unavailable" and was."too busy." M 
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My Transsexual Manlf est Part VII 
For those of us whose paths are 
slightly different, it is important to ac-
knowledge those who have gone before. 
At the same time, I hope that they would 
be willing to glance back. toward those 
who follow, and off er a light to guide 
the way. It is a truly stroog community 
chain when the links are forged by the 




nine months ago, I 
sat down and tried 
to externalize what 
I thought were fi-
. nalized feelings 
about my evolution towards woman-
hood. In my zeal to explain this amaz-
ing phenomenon to the larger commu-
nity, I overlooked a few basic issues, 
such as the potential liberation of the 
soul. 
Recently, during the Jewish 
holidays, I had the opportunity to exam-
ine where I am this year; what I see as 
my life goals at this point; to renew my 
mission along with my faith. I have 
found out that while some of my previ-
ous assumptions will eventually be true, 
at the moment they are my future and 
not my present. Meanwhile, I am find-
ing out that certain elements of life ex-
ist regardless, and are to be enjoyed at 
any point in your personal evolution. 
I am discovering that I am not 
alone, and plenty of people in and out 
of the community are supportive of me 
and receptive to my need to have con-
nection. This is astounding, but most 
welcome. I find that alot of the commu-
nity sees me as a member, not an out-
sider, and I feel like a participant in life, 
not a bystander. This allows me to ac-
cept that I have human value and am not 
just a curiosity, something I sometimes 
still feel. 
I realize that lightning won't 
strike evecy time I move forward in some 
Money Matters: 
Retirement Planning 
by Peter Callnan, 
CPA 
Anyone that 
wants to stop 
working at some 
point in their life 
will need to do some planning to insure 
their financial security afterward Plan-
ning for retirement involves more than 
just putting money aside in a retirement 
fund for later use. It is necessary to con-
sider what your lifestyle will be like af-
ter retirement. This will detennine when 
you can retire and how much money will 
be needed during retirement. 
* What do you want to do while 
you are retired? Give some consideration 
to the activities which you will want to 
be able to do when you retire. Retire-
ment will allow more time to pursue 
other interests. These interests will prob-
ably require money and should be con-
sidered when developing a retirement 
plan. 
* How much money will you need 
to live on? A basic component to a re-
tirement plan is a budget for monthly 
living expenses. Take a look at your 
current expenses and try to project for-
ward what they will be after you retire. 
Most likely sopie costs will decrease , 
like a mortgage payment, and others will 
increase, like medical expenses. Give 
consideration to what lifestyle changes 
will occur as you grow older and what 
the related costs may be. Keep inflation 
in mind when projecting what your fu-
ture income needs will be. 
* Where will your income come 
from during retirement? This is of course 
the biggest question in retirement. This 
is what a good retirement plan will pro-
vide for. The income for your retirement 
will generally come from spending down 
the investments you made during your 
wodting years. Do not plan on Social 
Security to ~ your primary source of 
income in retirement. It is only a supple-
ment. Plan on having other investments 
to generate income. That probably 
means setting aside current earnings in 
an IRA or other form of retirement plan 
for your future needs. 
These are three broad questions to 
consider when developing a retirement 
plan. Most of us go to work every day 
looking forward to eventually retiring. 
However, a successful retirement where 
you have the lifestyle you desire is some-
thing which requires forethought and 
careful financial planning. 
GoodLuclc! M 
MA Governor's Commission 
releases recommendations 
BOSTON (AP)_ To a 15-year-old 
girl from a suburb north of Boston, the 
gay-straight group at her high school Im 
meant a lot _ maybe even her life. She 
says she was suicidal, hiding the fact that 
she was a lesbian, until she found the 
group. One day, she walked in oo a meet-
ing while pretending she had some other 
business in lhat classroom. Now, "it feels 
better because I can talk openly and not 
have to pretend," she says. The girl, who 
didn't want her name used, was one of 
about 300 gay and lesbian youth state-
wide who rallied Thursday at the State-
house as the Governor's Commission oo· 
Gay and Lesbian Youth released a set of 
recommendations to further protect gay . 
See COMMISSION, page 19 
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respect. Making friends becomes a mat-
ter of extending, not explaining, myself 
And, when I make that effort, I am sel-
dom rebuff ed. People see the merit in 
me regardless of my life goal, allowing 
me to develop links that have long de-
nied myself. To some "out'' people, these 
are not startling revelations. But, they 
are the parts of self-discovery that al-
low us to build bridges, make connec-
tions and develop relationships. They 
are about origins. And while I don't 
expect that everyone will agree with 
what I have to say, or accept it at face 
value, I would hope that the readers of 
this would keep an open mind This is 
what makes a community strong; the 
ability to accept diversity from within, 
as you would hope to have diversity ac-
cepted from without. 
ance. 
And so, after trying desperately 
to find the words to gain acceptance 
within the community, I find that it need 
not be so. It comes of its own accord; 
you can neither plan for, nor demand it. 
It is a warm and safe place, to be sure. It 
allows for personal growth, but requires 
reality and truth. There are probably a 
lot worse things to have expected of you. 
Dal Maxwell lives, and continues 
to thrive, in southern Maine. Comments 
can be sent to her care of CPR, or e-mail 
her at dalmax@ime.net 
Out of Town! 
by Paul T. 
Bernard 
So you are 
becoming profi-
cient at surfing the 
.___...__._-J.--JO-' world-wide-web. 
Now you have all the tools to take care 
of your own travel arrangements. But 
do you really want to do that? For some, 
1the answer is yes - others, no. If you are . 
a fairly well-traveled individual who 
feels comfortable making your own ar-
rangements, you can probably do just 
,about everything you need to make those 
:arrangements. You can book your flights 
and pay for them by credit card, you can 
:make reservations for cars and hotels, 
you can book cruises, and much more. 
So why wouldn't you want to take 
,care o" your own arrangements? Actu-
ally, there are many reasons. The first 
:and foremost reason is that making travel 
:arrangements is not just buying an air-
line ticket and making reservations for 
a car rental and a hotel room. Just like 
going to an accountant or a lawyer, go-
:ing to a travel agent is using the services 
of a professional who is knowledge in 
,all aspects of travel. Another reason is 
!time - even using the Internet still means 
having to contact many airlines before 
,choosing the one that has the best sched- . 
ule or price to meet your needs. For 
,example, let's say you want to book a 
1trip to Orlando. You can surf the net and 
hook into Delta Air Lines (http:// 
www.deltaair.com). You can check their 
:schedules and prices. But to be sure that 
you are getting the best flight schedule 
or price, you still have to check the other 
,airlines. So you hook into Continental 
Airlines (http://www.continental.com) 
,and checlc their schedules and prices. 
Then you would have to check out 
United Air or USAir - and so oo. How-
,ever, with just one phone call to your 
local travel agent, you can get the inf or-
:mation that you need in just a couple of 
minutes. A travel agent has access to 
,all of the airlines schedul~ and prices 
,at the same time. He/she can pill up all 
,of the airfares for all of the airlines to 
,see who has the best price - or the best 
,schedule. 
A travel agent can easily tell you 
if thtte are any discounts available for 
children <X' senior citizens, <X' if any air-
line allows pets in the pu.,engtt cabin, 
or what the charges are for exce&s bag-
gage, or if an airline is offering any spe-
cial deals with hotels and car rentals, or 
if you need a visa or passport for traveJ 
to a particular country, or if there are any 
travel advisories or restrictions to par-
ticular foreign destinations. Yes, you 
probably can find all of this information 
on the Internet - but it may take you sev-
eral hours of computer to get to it. But 
you can call your local travel agent and 
he/she can give you that information al-
most immediately and usually at no cost 
to you. 
I have many clients who are Inter-
net-literate who still call me when it's 
time for them to take a trip somewhere. 
Why? Because they know that I'll take 
care of all of their travel needs so that 
they won't have to. For example, I have 
a client who is taking a trip to southeast 
Asia next month. His itinerary includes 
Tokyo, Hong Kong, Bangkok, Kuala 
Lumpur, Sydney, Auckland, and Fiji. He 
could have mapped out his entire trip-and 
made all of the arrangements himself, 
but he-felt more comfortable having me 
take care of it. And for his last trip to 
Newark last month, again he called me 
to take care of that simple trip. 
If you feel comfortable on the In-
ternet, give it a try. B\lt if you are like 
most people, don't hesitate to call your 
local travel agent. 
BITS & PIECES - Delta launched 
its Delta Express service to several 
Florida markets out of Boston with 
prices as low as $79 each way. I just 
received a flyer from TOTO TOURS 
with the following listing of some of the 
tours available to gays and lesbians in 
1~97. 
.• 8 Sheets to the Wind - Sailing the 
Windward Islands - February 6-14 
• Whales & Males in Maui - Hawaii -
February 13-23 
• No Frills Mardi Gras Down Under -
Sydney - February 20-March 3 
• Lush Life - Tropical Adventures in 
Costa Rica - March 7-17 
• The Forgotten Peninsula - Kayaking -
Baja, Mexico - March 20-26 
• Scots on the Roets - Scotland - May 
22-June 2 . 
• Giraffic Park - Tan1AOia - June .9 - 22 
• Westward, HO - Utah - June 21-28 
• SweptAway I-Rafting Grand Canyon 
-July 1-8 M 
BIG BLUE, from page 1 
NGL1F is a progressive organiza-
tion that has supported grassroots orga-
nizing and pioneered in national advo-
cacy since 1973. Since its inception, 
NGL1F has been at the forefront of vir-
tually every majoc initiative f oc lesbian 
and gay rights. In all its efforts, NGL1F 
helps to strengthen the gay, lesbian, bi-
sexual and lransgender movement at the 
state level while oonnecting these activi-
ties to a national vision for change.M 
BY BI, from page 9 
Marjorie Garber and Greta Galbo and 
Judy Garland and writer David Garnett 
and Cary Grant and painter Duncan 
Grant and Robert Graves and Lady 
Emma Hamilton and Lorraine 
Hansberry and Mattachine Society 
founder Harry Hay and Ernest 
Hemingway and Billie Holiday and '20s 
singer Libby Holman and Rock Hudson 
and Howard Hughes and poet Langston 
Hughes and blues artist Alberta Hunter 
and activist Loraine Hutchins and Na-
tional Organization for Women Presi-
dent Patricia Ireland and Miele Jagger 
and James I of Fngland and Janis Joplin 
and activist Lani Ka'ahumanu an_d 
painter Frida Kahlo and economist John 
Maynard Keynes and Billie Jean King 
and ballet impresario Linooln Kirstein 
and Calvin Klein and D.H. Lawrence 
and Beatrice Lillie and Taos doyenne 
Mabel Dodge Lohan and Madonna and 
Katherine Mansfield and W. Somerset 
Maugham and Erik Menendez of the 
Menendez brothers and Freddie Mercury 
and Michelangelo and firstAfro-Ameri-
can auth0t_Claude McKay and poet and 
playwrightEdnaSt. Vincent Millay and 
June Miller and Marilyn Miller and 
feminist Kate Millett and writer Paul 
Monette and tennis star Martina 
Navratilova and Holly Near and Judy 
Nelson and diplomat Harold Nicolson 
and Anais Nin and Lenore Norrgard and 
Robyn Ochs and painter and photogra-
pher Georgia O'Keeffe and Laurence 
Olivier and Jungian Camille Paglia and 
Julie Ann Parle and Edith Piaf and Tyrone 
Power and Plato and Ezra Pound and 
Pythagoras and blues singer Ma Rainey 
and Natasha Rambova and Michael 
Redgrave and painter Larry Rivers and 
Eleanor Roosevelt and Maude Russell 
and writer Vita Saclcville-West and 
Maria Schneider and William 
Shakespeare and Sappho and Randolph 
Scott and Socrates and blues singer 
Bessie Smith and writer Stephen 
Spender and Alix Strachey and Lytton 
Strachey and Saint Augustine and 
Michael Stipe and writer Michael 
Szymanski and Tchaikovsky and writer 
Wallace Thurman and writer, music 
critic and photographer Carl Van 
Vechten and Gore Vidal and wealthy 
socialite A'Leila Walker and Ethel Wa-
ters and Walt Whitman and Oscar Wilde 
and Ehtel Williams and pyschiatrist 
Charlotte Wolff and Virginia Woolf and 
M 
Heidi has been published in So-
journer, Boston Magazine, Loci online 
Magazine and the Boston Bisexual 
Women's Newsletter. She facilitates bi-
sexual coming out groups and helped 
coordinate Boston's 1995 bisexual con-
ference. 
ELLEN, from page 1 
show later in the year_ released similar 
statements. Spokesmen for both 
Microsoft and Intel said they would con-
tinue their advertising regardless of the 
plot developments. 
The "Rev. Donald Wildmon, a fre-
quent critic of sex and violence on tele-
vision and head of the American Family 
Association, said it would be a "trou-
bling moment in network programming'' 
if the lead character were revealed to be 
homosexual. Wildmon threatened to or-
ganize a boyoott of the show's advertis-
ers if it happens. He said those advertis-
ers that stay with "Ellen" will "reveal 
their true allegiances to themes which 
gnaw at traditional family values." 
But Gene DeWitt, who heads his 
own media buying service, said oompa-
nies are more aware of the economic 
muscle of the gay oommunity and pur-
sue that audience. "I wonder if, except 
ENDORSEMENTS, from page 2 
Dist. Candidate 
5 Thomas Wright, D-Berwiclc 
7 Joe Carleton, R-Wells 
8 Kathleen Perkins, D-
Kennebunk 
14 Lawrence Peters, Jr., D-West 
Buxton 
15 Chris O'Neil, D-Saco 
17 Robert Melville, D-Biddeford 
Pool 
20 George Kerr, D-Old Orchard 
Beach 
24 Nadine Byram, D-So. Portland 
25 Jean Marvin, R-Cape Elizabeth 
Pamela McNally, D-Cape 
Elizabeth 
29 William Lemke, D-Westbrook 
30 J. Elizabeth Mitchell, D-Port 
land 
31 Mike Saxl,_D-Portland. 
33 Michael Quint, D-Portland 
35 Steve Rowe, D-Portland 
36 Eliza Townsend, D-Portland 
37 Mike Brennan, D-Portland 
38 Thomas 'Iyler, D-Wmdham 
39 Carol Kontos, D-Windham 
44 Jennifer Willard, D-Yarmouth 
46 Herbert Adams, D-Center 
Lovell 
47 •Richard Thompson, D-Naples 
48 Bob Hamett, R-Freeport, 
Tom Bull, D-Freeport 
49 Ed Benedikt, D-Brumwick 
50 Tom Davidson, D-Brunswiclc 
51 David Etnier, ·D-So. Harpswell 
52 Verdi Tripp, D-Topsham 
53 David Shiah, D-Bowdoinham 
54 Art Mayo, R-Bath 
55 Judith Peavey, R-Woolwich 
56 Wendy Pieh, D-Medomak 
58 Jeannie Hamrin, D-Boothbay -
59 Steven Cartwright, D-Waldoboro 
62 Paul Chartrand, D-Rockland 
63 Judy Powers, D-Rockport 
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for a few overly sensitive advertisers, r·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· 
whether it really is an issue," he said. cJALBBRf 
John Lazarus, who heads network ad IllSURA.l~eB 
buying at Bozell's BJK&E Media 8BR'\?I€B8 
Group, said the discussion about "Ellen" 
reminds him of the oontroversy that sur-
romded "NYPD Blue," which debuted 
a few years ago promising to stretch 
television's boundaries with nudity and 
rough talk. Lazarus said that the program 
had a hard time attracting advertisers but 
that the controversy has quieted, and 
''most advertisers have no problem with 
that show now." Jon Mandel, who he.ads 
network txoad~t buying for Grey Adver-
tising, said an openly gay lead character 
may drive "one or two" advertisers away. 
If being a lesbian becomes the pri-
mary focus of the show, he said, that oould 
tum off advertisers. But if the character 
·11appe.m to be gay just like she~ 
to have blmdehair, that would not be pr~ 
lem." 
65 Elaine Graham, D-Bethel 
74 Brian Bolduc, D-Auburn 
79 LindaR. McKee, D-Wayne 
80 Elaine Fuller, D-Manchester 
81 June Meres, R-Norridgewock 
82 Elizabeth Watson, D-
Farmingdale 
83 Bonnie Green, D-Monmouth 
84 Nancy Chizmar, D-Lisbon 
Falls 
85 Anna Boll, D-Brunswiclc 
88 Patricia Lemaire, D-Lewiston 
89 Albert Gamache, D-Lewiston 
91 Pat Colwell, D-Gardiner 
92 Scott Cowger, D-Hallowell 
93 Randall Berry, D-Livermore 
Falls 
94 Elizabth Mitchell, D-Vassalboro 
96 Tom Doore, D-Augusta 
98 Pam Hatch, D-Skowhegan 
100 Ken Gagnon, D-Waterville 
104 Sumner Jones, R-Pittsfield 
Arthur Clement, D-Clinton 
105 David Lindahl, R-Northport 
106 Gail Chase, D-South China 
107 Joseph Brooks, D-Wmterport 
108 Timothy Breen, D-St. Albans 
109 Paula Roberts, D-Belfast 
110 Dale McGee, D-Palern:io 
112 Jane Pieriboni, D-Dover 
Foxcroft 
113 Clark Phinney, D-Buclcsport 
115 Charles Fisher, D-Brewer 
117 Tma Baker, D-Bangor 
119 Hugh Morrison, D-Bangor 
Terence Bragdon, R-Bangor 
120 Jane Saxl, D-Bangor 
122 Julie Winn, D-Glenbum 
123 Kathleen Steve~. D-Orono 
124 Donald Shepley, D-Bangor 
126 Allen Ross, D-Dexter 
127 Ed Povich, D-Ellsworth 
128 Royce Perkins, R-Penobscot 
129 Paul Volenik, D-Sedgwick 
130 Kyle Jones, D-Bar Harbor 
Licttued INuptrttUlll Ag,,u 
Nn,lo.:alian: 
206 Mam Slrcct 
Brunntkk, Mt: 04011 
Instant Quota 
Personalized Senli« 
Home • Auto • Boat 
Recreational • 1 .. if e & Health 
Bualna1/CommerciaVGt-oup 
Over ti eompames available 
fflalne & Dew Hampshire 
Three hocailons: 
Portland. Brunswick & Wells. ME 
· Phone: !07/7!1-1011 . 






15 :remple Street, Portland 
773-4475 
CPR Readers bring in this Ad: 
•Buy any specialty coffee 
and receive a specialty coffee 
of equal or lesser value, free. 
•Buy any baked good 
and receive a free 
cup of coffee. 
•Buy any lb. of coffee and 
receive 50% off a second 
lb. of equal or lesser value. 
~ttS~·ll·l"p 
MWfNlfK 
Prof esmonal Residential 
Cleaning 
• Offices • Floor Care 
• Carpets • Windows 
Quality Service Guaranteed 
FREE ESTIMATES • 207/926-4365 
77 4-2200 • 1-800-585-3_58--'9'----' 
GREAT SUMMER ESCAPES 
from tust $119 for two 







books in · 
stock [ 
10 Third Street. Bangor • 94:? -3-019 ·. · 1 
A reader 's paradise since 1980 
Eric Furr;·, Proprietor ! 
l --
11 • 
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Community Pride Resources 
MlJGPA NCftM'D lambda Nord 
a 5':llllllidl, 110ft118rtillan organlza~ formed an educational, Informational, sotjal, and service 
ta -..::11e die general publc,polltlclars, and organi1.ati>n sermg lesbian, gay, and bisexual -
..... on I.JG lslueS. Pmwy ~ are to people ii northern Maine and New Bru!\SWICk. 
IIMM dW VG mmmunlty In Nam's poltiall Meetilgs_are 2rd Sunday ol-f!NefY: month at 1 ·: ~ ...-e cM rtgta,·dewlcp and ·. pm (ME), 2 pm (N-8), It the.Gay-lesbian 
. -~ ~ 1, endorse ,candidates, buld a ConlljUlity $eNICeS Center,· 398 S. Mah St., 
mllllan. 11'111_ 'W09e ~:~ and _ tartbou, and can be r~rach~(ewiy Wednesday . _ 
.... '!. Mlftilgs n ~~ Brd ~ qt _ ·. . by.T.he Pho11elne. Cal 207/498-2088. _ 
. -~lll!fllll~~usta.FMlcal 1~55-: _ _ , .· . 'l'lle.~Sodety . 
flUiPA. . _ . .. .. -- -~~~~-~ -~tlonof _ 
ft:u 9 • Fl_ . S . ..a l'nendl ctiutlla · lesblw, bliexials, gay men, Md tilends 
_. Gayi (P-'i'IAG) · ·. committed to sharqi our~ as wehs 
........ tile hlllltl and wel bei11g of-gay, providing person-effnnlng pnseni:ations arid 
llllllln. ..... and trwagendend persons_ _ · discussions-ii a 514lPOffl(f·enwoM'lent. · · 
IMlrflnllll lfllt frlends·ttvougtrs...,ort, · Meetilgs on the-second and fourth Thundly · 
-•atinn 11111 adwlcac.y. Come and celebrate · M!l'f month rat 7:30 pm at ttie ~ Inn By 
. cu dilnn and friends jUst the WWI they ft! the Bay, 88 Spmg St. ·Portland. fn,e pai1clng -
(See llli9 tar Maine & New Haqlshlre- under and accessible tD the mob~red. Cal 
MN SLPPOIIT Ind SUPPORT· GROI.J>S.) 207 n61 ~380. 
Nalional Amodllion ctSodal WCll'ken. MF. 
Chapter, Sexual Minority Issues Committee 
. welcomes new soc:ill Mn members. Our 
purpose is .tq ~ pu'CMde n!SOUtCeS, and 
lobby 1egsin,,s on Issues~ sexual 
mm,tties1t1 Miine. F~ cal NASW, 207/622~ 
7592 . . 
Hate.er.... .......... 
·Hiwe you or someone you know~-•. victim? 
Cal the CM&. Rights.Sec:tion of~ Maine . 
Depanment of the Attorney Genni ~26-
8844: - .· .. 
CMmmAlilacelll'Gay ... r..... 
. .. ltipll:(C.AGLR), 
New ~·s oldest progresslYe gay/ 
lesbian dlli rights organzatlon, welcomes al 
. those' Interested' ii these golls to weekly 
mee~. programs, socials and various other 
MlfflS. -Newsletter. Call lnfo.lne (603) 224-
' 1686 er write to PO Box 730, Concord, NH 
03302.~730. 
·Identity· ~iupport 
N.-3 r +n P·ft.AG Mcetfnp 
0...-: .._ 3rd5.-yfnlm3-5 Jiil• lit 
C1• pljNIICllm:b. w.tua,on.t Nedi Main 
S... (-'I· 2. 1p'41 SLtllbDCe),PMl~fil13/ffl. 
....... 
s....i1: .._ lttn.Plr fmll 7.-9 Jiil llStndwD 
C . ya.ni,Emmylane,Snllllm(l•lia2' 




II; 1 .... flltS..:., 7-9 plil;;Plymoadl 
C • J . I Oiaudl. FMl.all ~72S4 arfi1131 _ 
'1IMll2. . 




Ca•s . 2~202~SL PMI, 7&-
519•774-3441. . 
• me e·MN11u1.2nd..t·3r11wec1.FM1.1~ 
0519. 
L ts. ft 3Qa:MNIIIIIIS--,.6:30-l:30pa. _ 
FMl,713-fflt . . 
W-'sC-.-l!lelrlllt 
1IWly .-..., M MliD SL, 2nd floc!r (allcM Jmt.t 
Ccilm) FMI.Dl-5701 em.,-ugewryWedraday, 
6:15 Ja ._ .. Spimallity C'..:wrinp,,Mondlys7-9 .. 
NA: Jlllt far .... ,. 
_......,w....y,8:15pa.llSL Ldrie'1 
~ 511111 SL,P'a1Plad. U• P..itSt. enna in 
-AIN>Flidlylllllllin&, 8:00 pa. lmnmal Baplilt 
cn.m,camr~.t ffi&bSL, U•ellblleetlf 
DlllilltSL 
allllim ll(plllllllledaclliCllli p,ap.mmm on lll.t 
31dW t dlJP llllllllllly, 71)() pn., Unilld Mlllodill 
Clm:la, 119 llillllrAw,Pa .......... NR FMl:POB . 
,-1,Pa.....ai. NH 03902,er6'B1712-i041 
OatAmang l'rimdl 
IMPim~~Mlllll•.t3rd 
,.._.,. 7~:30 pn, in .. doWlllllill dublOClll d. Im 
PmtlmdYWCA, 87 Sping St SI donltion. Comet 
~ '1111/879-lfm. 
OaiCIIIMa: 
Fer P)S, lllbilnl, li'1 IIIII a.fliladl. \wy ICM~ 
qpmt~ MDIII nmy'I\aday at 71)() pn. . 
Newcoam IIWll)'I WU:CIIII. FMI, .... our ON MDI, 
PO Bal )t;l, Scludlwmtffldlor, ME 04679-0367 ar~ 




l!'ilela' c-.,.tioml Chareh 
Ulilld OIIIS2I d ClliltiD l1:lrMlr. NH m lllapecl an 
Open IIIIIAliming S-... .t Wlllf:ami II ~~ 
diiimi., wmlip,Smdmyl, 10 && 21 FlmitS&.( .. 
CmirtSL)O>,pilkll dli llM. MiclllilLC.' Hllldimail cl 
1 .. Gllllle.--. FMl,~1Dp1,60Y772~1. 
. ~JC1llldlcl 
'IblOl .......  ... IIIIJXIIM .... 
. farll~ Clllalicl ,i tbiirfnen ...,_ fiN 'I1lillt Slllllay 
alnmy 111111111 ll6:00 Jiil in SL Lallll~u 
dllpll, 143 S-SL,Pardand. Cdlll & ci..tar .. 
lillqy. PMI. Rmmmy er Jlllll: 2(17/646-2820 «i.am.: 
2071171-GS46cnlill: ~POB 1113, 
Patllld04JOC. Al .... 911ocddenuJ 
TheAppollt~ . 
III cd-tlKb, mlWCIPling ml mil u.....-.... fer Nff 
l!'Apnd's-py 11111 lllliln .._.., tue,:,;._,etiil:ll' 
bmaanillllllllHIDtmL Fw~.-~ 
poapc6ans~IIIJIPCl1.llipoal 
~mlfanl FMl.173-'726erP.O. Bal 
5301, Padlnd. ME 0410L 
OmlmanMy ctllope 
A Oaun CCJlllll.-0 w?icbclaillll 1 )llimmy IIIUUI)' 
wi1b py llld lllllian Jllopll ancl mWI to be indllliw d. 
Ill )1111(111. -Wcnlip C11 Saimda)'I 114:00 PM at 
lmnmal BlpiltCladl, 156 ffi&b SL, Pldand. PM1 
WlillCunmmityd.Hopa. POB 1671,Padlnd,ME 
041014. . 
Ctntnl Maine Gay Men's Support Group 
n-t.ys flam 7~:30 J11L PMI call 622-1818 er 622-
4254. 
Gay, labiul. ........... DiilmlliCIII Group: 
lllllld 3rdPridlyusb lllllllib. 7-9 pn. Rat Umwmlilt 
Clish. 345 Broadway, Rocldmd, ME FMl, I.my 
Goc&y. ('1111) ~2957. 
SupportG.........,..._. & Sumlandlmg 
Coandm 
_ Fcr111111 wbo .... wilb Jml\. MIXllhJ.y DINlmp ll 
talltiboati9B ... --. Call 2C17/990-2Ql)S for 
,-illo&Dringlilms. 
Q-Sqmd 
Suppartpoap f«lllliln.P)S, Iii & .......... 
S1mJ11 lflmPinComty, 1-d ll UM Plllnin,- PMI 
cal .............. (201)77~73IO. 
1'nlllSuppart 
SflRNlllpaipfGmmtil II i,INWmN,dllir 
fl!Di)iN. frillldL ...... __ localionl fO pmvidt 
...... ...... locill ..... Wlill~ 
P.O. Bm' 17622. M-,. 04112 er pllalll 2071945-3091 
C--'Dlli:Narth 
GlndarlllRIOIL Wrillfclr• ..... P.O. Bax 211, -
S.., NH 03431. «JM24.ll2I. 
1nm0i ...... 
OlallilaCa ... Aliac., PO lcs lllt X.., NH 
·0343L 60YJ'7-5544. 
Maine JMemwlFeo,le'•N....-k 
.... ID .. illlllapllliliw allilmlllililJ& 
well: --............ ill Im liaaml, PJ, 
llltiln, 11111 ...... C'OIDPIMliliN, $...,at·--
IMilllll. PMI wlill P.O. Bal lCllll, Pwdlllll. ME 
04104. 
Polymnorum Ufe Suppolt (PALS) 
· DoyoakM-tilllOillpmaa? Yoamaybe 
Jdylmcroa& Palyacl'Oaa Uli $...,at (IW..S) ii. 
•llllioMwut papfclrplopll i-....liD calia, 
IIOlllilPingcumriatd,kMDg. ............... 
Wbldmcllliom « alady Dlllltqiyinlinalla, ~ 77> 
6132FML 
ft ilanen ()(Gender 
(Refging to la a.tie, Km erboll). MMIIIWI)' Pada)' 
• 1:15 pn ll Dml Roam, Mlmllial Ulion, UM at 
ClrCllo 
l..etlNIID'Bilnuel S1JFPCrt Groap 
MeellewiyTmlday, 7-9 PM. •WCllllll'I RNomce 
Caller 101 Pemlld llall aa UM~ PMI cal (207) 
581-142S. 
Gay,l ..... n, ........... & 1nnlgendered 
mpport Groap 
Dover, NR meets Sandayl 7-lpm, Quam 
'lbeRalnbmr ...... & frc( ..... 
A ... lion: 
A statewide, non-profit organization estab-
lished to create a gay, ~. bl.and 
n,sgendenld •chafflber>.ot~· far 
. ...... Meetk)gs far ne~ er ~rwtth 
speelcec ~ held i't tfle GNlt• .Ponl!lnd 
.... secQnd ~ of, the month. ·Ai41 write 
P.O. ~6627,:~ .. E,~7~627, 
. cal 20!.77.5.()915 or~- . . .. < . . : 
~-
.Mlllllt_Speltkout,~f~.F.cpl ..... 
Tr.Ins and ~wtun1N's statNlde to 
.-with citizen gl'Ol4)5 1n mer.towns and 
Ngiorls about their lies and the ltves of others 
who eperielice disc;r1mNtlon .ln Mai'te. For 
· lnl'ornti>n on actMtles In 'YOII' county: 207 / 
879.()4.80 or write: MSOP, 123 Congress St., 
#1, Poutland 0,4101. X® need OQt be I 
... tQ WRCk wth·Snnknut' . 
MIJ.llmmC--Aw.. Socill inm too. FMl, fl1Jl10 
OAY2na 
Gay, Luten, ......... mpportaraap 
A,m1J ~ p,upfclr .. Lewilal/Alllmn-ae• 
Mandaya at 7. pn.lllm Ulit:an-Uai¥mlliltCudl Oil 
SJllinl St., Allbam 
BmllFn ..-..Support Group 
11il J..ellim SlfPOil Glalp 1*mlN Ill)' Wmllll wbo .r..-. alllbia Tiiiy .t t>Cllllwomm-
Oilly,lNbilnjlOiiliw .... Dllpc,9--llld 6111 
........ lllder.b_,...• INlims. C0161enlillity, 
~--,.:t•mqlilld.Mlllll•ml 3al........,., 6:30-I.-OOpa. MlbllWawcd 
W...'1 IIIIIIIIC.., 334 Hlllalr SL,Bmp FMI: 
(207)9"1-SJYI. 
.5.N.A.P. 
s..,,.. NIIWat arn.a.Abmd by PDIIII. Maalll1y 
.....-~tcr-a:.._ ...... ,.. ..... 
... byc:IIIJyaf.111)' ............ ~in Pcdlllll 
.... Cll dlinlPadlf ol .. ...._ PMI.caD '1111m4-
5m5. 
<Dl'.GLO(Dolm Em& Qay A-IMNM Ora,) · 
..._ 211115-*Yalllll IIMIIIPl.5:311 Jlllll .. tro 
Cladl,·PaS..1, Bqat 
Mame Gender RelOlfte A Support Senke 
Lt611 ++11,..._llld...._b ...... mlsr 
cmmlllllily. bllpiaa pr1 rni rnll 11111 til ;aNmll palllic. 
Wlill ~. PO Bal 1894 Oi'c:all ('1111)945-3092 
Al Mame 1hr I -Support Graue .......M,, .. .._ . 
OplD., lllCD:rv;TG,TS Pr, INlim. Ii, .... . PMI 
(207)9"1-16K AMfp.o. llCll 14SJbns,ME 04412. . 
-P•mts c.,~ ...... Graap 
For dates, places rand times write GlB Parents 
Grtq), P.O. Box 10818, Portland, ME 04104. 
MotbenNNI JC1da Graap 
Social events &rd grC)Lf» support for lesbians 
and thei' chldren. Eq,hasls on ild,sion of _ 
lesbw6 In the puocess of~ pregnant or 
adopting. Meets monthly i'\ the gueater 
Portland area. FMlwrlte: P.O. Box 2235, South 
Portland, ME 04116. 
Youth Suppo-rt - Outright 
Bangor: Fridays, 5:00-7:30 pm, Unlterlan 
UnlversaDst Church, Parle St., behlnd Oty Hall 
in Bangor. 207 /990-3626. 
Central Maine: Weekly, confidential 
meetings for gay, lesbian, & · questioning 
youth 22 years and under. CaU •first Call9 at 
795-6677 or 1-800-339-4042 and ask 
about CUTRIGHT. 
Portland: Meets every Fri., 7:30-9:30 
pm,The People's Building, 1 SS Brackett St., 
2nd floor, Portland. Safe & supportive 
discussions with and for gay, lesbian, bisexual 
& questioning young people. FMI call 77 4-
TALK, or 774-HELP or write to P.O. Box 
5077, Portland, ME. 04101. 
Waldo-Knox : Meets every other Sunday In 
Camden for gNb or questioning youth 22 _& 
under. ·Confidential, S14)1)ortive, safe space 
for growth, discussion & fun. FMI Lisa at 
Waldo-Knox AIDS Coalition 338-1427 or 
write P.Q. Box 956, Belfast, ME 04915. 
Collect calls okay. . 
Concord: Meets everyThurs.,7-9 pm at W 
Church, 2 7 4 Pleasant St., next to concord 
Hospital & Orthopedics Clinic. 603/664-
9169. 
Monadnock: Meets every Thurs.,7-9 pm at 
•nie Place To Go•, 46 Concord St. (Rt. 202 
N), Peterborough, 603/547-2545. 
Nuhua: Meets wery 2nd & 4th Thursday 
-at W Church corner of Canal & Lowell Sts. 
(near Dunkin Donuts). Call Steve or Gypsy at 
603/672-0792. Email: 
OutrightNH@AOL.com 
Seacoast: Meets wery Sun. 5-7 pm (movie 
night), Tues. 6-8 pm (drop in), & Friday from 
· 7 to 9 pm (support group) at the W Church 
Ar)nex (next to fire station), 206 Court St., 
Portsmouth NH. FMI call 603/431-101 3, P.O. 
Box 842, Portsmouth_ NH 03801. 
COLA GE 
A national ~ gro14> run by and for the 
children of gay, lesbian or bisexual parents. 
FMI, COLAGE, 2300 Market St., #165, Dept. 
P, San Francisco, CA 94114. · 
111EMAINE YOU111 PRODCl10N COUNCIL 
Works to creat safer communities and · 
schools for minority youth. If racism_ or 
homophobia affect you, he_, be part of the 
solution. Call 207 fl75~944 for Information 
on the council and sub-committees. There is 
a place for people of all ages and back-
grounds. · 
Maine AIDs Alliance 
Memlm" OrgNMnt'....,. 
AIDS Lodging House: P.O. Box 3820, 
Portland, ME 04101-3820, Cal 874-1000. 
AIDS Coalition of Lewiston-Auburn: 
P.O. Box 7977, Lewlstol\ Maine 04243-7977. 
Call 786--4697. 
Community AIDS Awareness Program: 
clo MelCico Cong.OvchllCC,43 Main 
St..,Mexico, ME 04257. Cal 364-8603. 
Community Task force on AIDS Educ.: 
P.O. Box 941, Naples, ME 04055. Cal 583-
6608. . •• 
Daysprlng AIDS Support Services: 32 
Wintmip St., Augusta, ME 04330. FMI, cal 
207 /626-3432. 
Down East AIDS Network: 114 State St., 
Ells\wrth, ME 04605. Cal 667-3506. 
Eastern Maine AIDS Network: P.O. Box 
2038, Bangor, ME 04401. CaU 990-3626. 
Merrymeetlng AIDS Support Serv.: P.O. 
' 
Box 57, Brunswick, ME 04011-0057. Cal 725-
4955. 
Names Project/Maine: P.O. Box 10248, 
Portland, ME 04104. Cal 774-2198. 
Oxford Hiiis Community AIDS Net-
work: P.O. Box 113, Paris, ME 04271-0113. 
Call 743-7451. 
Peabody House: 14·0rd1atd St., Portland, 
ME 04102.- Call 774-6281. , . 
People With .AIDS Coalition of ME.: :. 
696 Congress Street, Portland, ME 04101". Call 
773-8500. 
PAWS/Pets Are Wonderful Support 
120 BradceU St. Portland, ME. 04102. Cal 
775-¥AWS. E-mail paws@lime.net. Home page: 
http://www.i"*-net/PAWS/ 
The AIDS Project: 142 High St., 6th flr., 
Portland, ME 04101 . Cal 7746877: 
Waldo-Knox· AIDS Coalition: P.O. Box 
956, Belfast, ME 04915. Call 3·38-1427. 
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Medical Support 
Samlly 'Inmmitted .... Clinic 
Confidential saeering and t~ for STD's 
for residents and notHeSidents at a wale+ 
dnic. Low oost, medlcaid aca!ptl!d. Alrlny-
mous, confidential HIV ~ by awoi11Dnent 
only. Clnic open Tues. &Th.irs., 3:30 to 6 pm 
at Portland City Hal Room 303. FMI cal 874-
8784. 
flannecl f'arendioocl c6Nor1bem New . . 
F.nglaiMI 
Servng men and WOfflel\ offering amual . 
exams, pregnancy testing, birth CX>ntrol Info. & 
sl4Jl)les (free condoms!), testing and tn!at-
ment for infections and STD's, menopause 
Sl4)pOrt and more. Evening holn, affordable . 
.. services, and COftl)lete confidentiality. Medicaid 
welcome. 970 Forest Ave., Portland. fMl .cal 
207/874-1095. 
Free Family 1benpy . 
available for lndMdua'ls & farnlies (of lllf'J cype) 
who are affected by lfV disease. FM~ cont.act 
Ovis Behan, MSW at Center for Tralring and 
Special Programs. 207 fl73-6658. 
Teen Lire Cmtcr 
Youth C1i'1ic sponsored by City of Portland Puhl 
Health, Monday-friday (10:00-11 :30 am) The 
homeless health team's youth c:IW\ic is a place 
where }'OI.I can n!deNe free health care in a 
friencty et1111ronnent. Located on Chestn.it St. 
across from Portland High. · Confidential health 
services with access to other Sl4ll)Ort you may 
need. Drop in between 1.0 to 10:45 am. 
Ssmlly'Jnnwn#W o-.e C1inic 
Pordant STD Cli'lic provides flM range of 
services from screenng & treatment, educatiol 
& COlneli,g and lfV antibody testing and 
~ Located in ·Room 303 of CiJ;y Hal. 
Anor¥'1Q1.& HV testing by aAJOintment on 
~ from 8 am to 5 pm. Call 874-8784. 
for other STD services: 87 4-8446. 
HIV Related Support ~eetings 
HIV Rmtal s..,port Mtdinp 
Portland: 
Mondays: People lNing with HIV disease 
and .. friends,faniles, pstners & careglYers. 
6:30-8:00 PM. 
Tuesdays: People lNing with HIV disease and 
aU friends, famlies, loYefs, and careglYers. 
10:30 am-Noori. 
2nd & 4th Tuesdays: LMng Well 
focusing on quality of life and efT1)0Wl!ffflef 
1st Wednesday: PAWS (Pets Are 
Wonderful SLflport), 5:30 pm. Call 775-¥AWS. 
Olaltes Wynott. Program Coordinator. 
Thursdays: People Mng with HV meets 
from 5:30-7 pm. 
2nd Thursday: Client lvJvlts«y Board, 
open to al clients of The ADS Project, 1 :30 
pm. 
The aboYe Portland SLfll)Ort grol4)5 meet at 
The AIDS Project, 142 Higtf St.,6th floor .except 
the Tuesday gro&.1>, Living Wei. FM on that cal 
Sandy Tl&a at Saatogen Health c.e. Cal Jane 
O'Aol.lke at 774-6877 or 1-800-851-2437 for 
more infonnatiori. 
Aroostook County: Famly and friends 
Aca!ptilll Otange Toigetber (FFACT). a~· 
gnq> !pOIIIICRd by Northern Maine AIDS 
Nel'M>r1c for friends, familes & careproviders. 
Meets every 2nd Tue5?1Y, 7:00 pm. .-1*1e,_ . 
Arroostook Medical Center, conference room A. 
Presque Isle. FMI, Deb Madore of Health 1 st, 
207fl68-3056 or 1-SQ0-432-7881. 
Auburn: People IM'IQ with HIV disease, 
Tuesdays. 1 :30-3:00 pm at Aubum famly 
Planning. Cal Diana Carrigan, Androscoggin and 
Oxfon;t Case Manager and Support Services 
Coordinator for TAP at the Aubum office, 783-
4301. 
Augusta: Every 2nd & 4th Wednesdays, 
6:00-7:15 pm, Dayspring AIDS Support 
Services offers Sl4ll)Ort for people with HIV & 
those who care about them. FM~ call 207 I 
626-3435. 
Bangor: Man 2 Man HIVprewntion program 
for men who hlM! sex with men. M2M offers 
education, HIV testqJ, Sl.fll)Ol't grol4)5, HIV/ 
AIDS Hotlne and 'M>l1cshops. To VOU\teer or 
fMI on the program cal 207 /990-2095 or 
write: Man 2 Man, POB 2038, Bangor, ME 
04402. 
B idde to rd: People affecmd or Infected by 
HIV, Mondays, 5:30-7:00 pm. So. ME. Medical 
Genter classroom cpposmiefeterta on 2nd 
floor. Call Jam Bean, YOft·'OxM,ty Oise . 
. Manager, 774-6877. • - . 
B r u n swi ck: Meetings for famly and 
friends who haw lewd ones with HIV I Al>S • 
Merrymeeting AIDS St4Jport Services, 8 l.nml 
Street. FMI on meeting days and tines cal 
725~955. 
Farmington: Thll'Sdays: 6:30-8:30 pm. 
HIV+ Sl4ll)Ort gl'OI.I). Call Oiristle fosteratTri-
County Health Services, n8-4553, for 
location. 
Gardiner: 1st & 3rd Wednes-
days: People LMng with HIV meets from 
1 :30-3 pm at the Physicians Building betind 
KVRHA Annex. Call MASS at 725-4955. 
Lewiston: 4th Thursday: Gn!at 
Seiq:,ectations monthly drop-m for gay, bl & 
questioning men ofal ages. 7:00-10:00 PM, 
ACLA office (4 Lafayette St.) fMI, Sem-207 / 
786~697.· 
Rumford/Mexico Area: Mondays: 
AIDS Support Gnq,/Phonelne meets from 7-
8:30 pm at Mexico Congregatlonll Ouch. 
Main Street, Mexico. Call 364-8603 •. 
New Haffl)5tire: 
Exeter: MConnectpns,• SLfl)Ol't ~for 
care-gl\lef"s: s-ents. 1'lmlles, friends whose 
llwes we affected by HV I ADS, meets second 
Tues. from 7-8:30 pm. Exeter Congregational 
Ouch, 21 front St., Ol!iolSSions, lnfor. sharing 
and Sl4ll)Ott. Confidentilllty IISSl.l'l!d. Wheel-
chair access. FM~ 603m2-6221 or 603fl78-
0102. 
Keene: S&4Jport gl'Ol.f) for fanilies, friends, 
partners of persons MIQ with ADS or who hlM! 
cled « Al>S. r.onftdential & IROtlYfflCUS. 
Meets every other Wed.. at Planned Parenthood, 
7-8:30 pm. Cal Dcrothy Anderson at 603/ 
7~735. 
Keene: Sl4Jl)Oft Ql'Ol.f> for HIV positille peq>le 
and those Mng wth ADS meets alternate Mon. 
6:30 pm. for details cal Sdutz, 603/3 57-
5270. 
Peterborough: Sl4Jl)Oft gl'Ol.f) forfarnly, 
pa,tners and friends whose IYeS haw been 
affected by lfV/ADS meets Tues. at noon. Call 
Marla Rosarb-603/924-7191, ext. 1126 for 
detals. 
Monadnock Region: for Info., referrals, 
te5Ur11, buddies, spealaers & vob'lteer cpportir 
nlties caD ADS Services for the Monadnock 
Regi>n at 603/357-6855 or 1-800-639-7903 
orcal lklited Wwt Heptile, 1800-36&-4357. 
Phone-Sllpport By Region 
National Center for Lesbian Rights 
Youth Project: 1-800-521MCLR. 
Boston Alliance of Lesbian and Gay 
Youth (BAGL Y): 1-800-347-TEEN. 
National Hotline for gwt, lesbian, bisexual & 
transgender youth: 
Call 1-80o-347-lcEN, Sponsored by the 
lndianapols Youth Gmt4>. 7-10 pm Sunday to 
Thtnday, 7 pm to mdnight Friday and 
Saturday. Staffed & trained, peer (}'Ol.lth 
coc.nselors. Confidential and anonymous. 
New Han¢ire: Teen Crisis Une - 1-800-639-
6095. 
Portland: 
The AIDS Line: 1-800-851-AIDS or 775-
1267. HV/AllS related questions, cal Mon.-
Sat. 9 am-5 pm. Mon. & Wed. evenings untl 
7:30 pm. Ancnymous. 
DIAL KIDS: 774-TAI.K. for lesbian, gay, 
bi & questioning youth under 1 9 yrs. 
Ingraham Volunteers: Cal 774-HELP 
(774-4357). 
The AIDS Project: 774-6877. Located at 
142 High St., 6th floor, Portland 04101 . Call 
for information and qiport 9f'Ot4) meetings in 
Portland, lewistOI\ Brunswi:lc. 
Bangor. Eastem Maine AIDS Netv.ooc 990-
3626 
Penobscot County. HIV I ADS Hotline-1 -80(} 
429-1481 
Belfatt Wakjo-Knox AIDS Coalition: 338-1427 
Brunswick: Merryrneetlng ADS St.wort 
Services: 725-4995 
Bridgton: Community Taslc force on AIDS: 583-
6608 -
Rumford: Community AIDS Awareness Prc>gran: 
823~170 
M11sic and Art 
Women In Harmony 
an eclectic choral ensemble open to au 
women regardless of age, race, religion, or 
sexual orientation. If you are ln • .?rested in · 
becoming a member or volunteering 
organizational slcils, send SASE (including 
your phone number) to P.O. Box S 136 Sta. 
A, Portland, ME. 04101, or cal 207/774-
4940. 
Is a community chorus which brings men 
together to enhance social tolerance and 
diversity in the Greater Portland area, as 
weU as affirming the gay/lesbian experience 
with creative and lively musical entertain-
ment. FMI call 774-2704 or write M.G.M.C., 
P.O. Box 10391, Portland, ME. 04104. 
The Maine Gay Visual Aru.t,, Leque 
will meet on the third Wednesday of every 
month. The League is a non-profit, 
creative support network for Maine's gwt & 
lesbian visual artists community.FM!, call 
775-3420. 
Lewiston: AIDS Coalition of Lewiston/ 
Aubl.rn: 786-4697 
Watervlle: Dayspring: 626-3432 
81sworth: Down East AIDS Nebw>r1c 667-3506 
Oxford Hlls: Oxford Hills Cornml.My ADS 
Nel'M>rtc: 743-7451. 
Mid coast Gay men's HELP lUIE, 6:0o-9:00 pm 
(only) M-f. 207 /863-2728, FAX, 207/863-
2794. Also, gay youth info. 
Parents & Friends '61.aNam & Gays (P-
FLAG) 
Contacts In Maine 
(* indicates monthly meetings) 
Augusta/Halb.Yelt 623-2349- f.E. 
*Dowr.foxaoft: 564-7986 - Sharon 
*Brunswlclc:/Bath: 729-0519 - Sally & Gene 
*Lewiston/Auburn: 783-6964 - Estele 
*Portland: Aita, 766-51 58 or Sue, 774-3441 
Waldoboro: 832-5859 - Sue 
Contacts in New Hampshire 
P~Ni24hcu~: 
603/623-6023 
Concord: .biy, 603/485-3943 
Webster: Betsy, 603fl46-3818 
Nashua: Nancy, 603/880-8709 
Kensington: Nora/John, 603fl72-3893 
Stnnhnl: Betty, 603m2-5196 
Francestown: Cy/Gcnion, 603/547-2545 
Holderness: OIMa, 603/968-7254 
Rumney: Am, 603fl86-9812 
Center Sandwich: Tish, 603/284-6434 
DOVER, NH: Gay,Lesbian,Blsexu & Transgen-
der Helplne for lnfomation, referral or need to 
talc. M.f 6-10 pm, Sat.-Sun. 9am-2pm. 603/ 
743-GAY2. 
Social Groups 
W.O.W. (Wild Outdoor Women) 
Recreational g,:oup meets monthly for 
outdoor activities followed by pot luclc: 
socials. ActiVitles: biking, hiking, c:aq,lng, 
canoeing, kayaking. FMI: Jen~ 207/787-
2379 or 207 /773-5083. 
Maine Frontrunnen 
a gay and lesbian running club sponsoring 
weekly run in Portland. We meet.at the 
beginning of Back Cove Walkway (comer 
Baxter Blvd. & Preble St. Ext.), Saturdays, 
9 am. FM~ Jlm-761-2059 or John-828-
4896. 
SOLO: Monthly Gatherings for Older, Single 
Lesbians 
for fun & friendship. FMI, Kathy 207 /688-
4737 or 207 /725-0179. 
Wilde-Stein Clab 
Meets fl!llery Thursday at 6:30 pm at 
Memorial Union, Sutton Lounge, UM at 
Orono. 
Seacout Gay Men 
Social grOl4) meets Mondays (except 
holidays), 7 pm Unitarian lJnlversalist 
Church, 292 State St., Ponsmouth, NH. FMI 
cal (603) 43<>-4052, or write P.O. Box 
1394, Portsmouth 03802-1394. 
Mountain Valley Men (MVM) 
A social S'4)POrt grOl4) of gay men In 
western ME and eastern NH. Monthly pot 
luck meetings the first Thursday of each 
month at 6:30 pm; programs vary from 
video viewing to experts on pertinent 
topics; monthly newsletter. FMI: Dave 
(207) 925-1034 or Box 36, Center 
Conway, NH 03813. e-mail 
dfispq)hol.com. 
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October 1 • October 3 
Railroad Square Cinema, 
Waterville, "Stonewall," 5:05 PM and 
7:00 PM, FMI (207)873'-4021 
through December 9 
A Collective Vision: A Decade of 
Pattonage from the Friends of the Col-
lection. Portland Art Museum. FMI 
(207) 773-ARTS 
through December 15 
Torn Asunder: Collage in Twenti-
eth-Century Art Portland Art Museum. 
FMI (207)773-ARTS. 
October 10 • 14 
Washington, DC - 15th Annual 
PFI..AG Conference, "Love Takes Ac-
tion: Building a Nation of Equality." 
FMI (202)686-0474 
October 1~ - 20 
Provincetown, MA - Twelfth An-
nual Women's Week. FMI (800)648-
03'64 · 
'lbesday, October 1 
7 - 9 PM - Decline To Sign meet-
ing. YWCA, Spring St., Portland 
"laesday, October 1 
7 - 9 PM "A Dialogue on Same-
Gmder Marriage" with Amelia Craig, 
F.sq. and Mary Bonauto, Esq. of GLAD, 
USM Podland, Luther Bonney Audito-
rium, FMI (617)426-1350 
'Dlnday, October 1 
8 PM - Rita Kissm, author of The 
:r.a.. Clolel, will speak about the lives 
of gay and lesbian teacha-s, Stratham 
Community Church, Emery Ln. off 
Route 1. Sponsored by PFLAG. 
FMl(603)772-3893 or (603)772-5196 
Thursday, October 3 
7 PM - Gallery talk with JoAnn 
Haeberle: Cubism and the Human 
Form. Portland Museum of Art 7 Con-
gress Square, Portland ME. FMI 
(207)773-ARTS. 
'l'llllnday, October 3 
1 - 8:30 PM - Art in the Dark film 
serie.1 at Pcrtlllld Museum of Art. Three 
films by ldilts who lived and worked 
ilrPll'il bet.ween 1919 and 1939. Port-
land Muleum of Art, 7 Cmgress Square, 
Portland, ME. · Free with museum ad-
miasion. FMI (207)773-ARTS. 
'lllllnday, October 3 
1 PM - Picasso, Braque, Leger: 
The Artist's Spirit. Lecture, free with 
Museum admissim. Portland Musuem 
of ArtAuditorium. 7 Congress Square, 
Potdmd, ME. FMI (207)773-ARTS. 
Friday, October 4 
12:30 PM - Gallery talk with 
Jo.Ann Haeberle: Cubism and the Hu-
man Form. Portland Museum of Art. 7 
Congreu Square, Portland ME. FMI 
(207)773-ARTS. 
Saturday, October 5 
6 PM - First Annual Women In 
Harmony Spaghetti Supper and Auction 
(services, antiques, .-twork), great food. 
lmmmael Baptist Church, 156 High St., 
Portland, FMI (207)773-9681 
Saturday, October 5 
4 - 6PM - SOLO (Single Older 
t.esbiam Organiz.ation) meeting FMI 
77-0390 
Saturday, October 5 
12 PM - Hite up ''Old Baldy''-
followed by pot luck. An Amelia's 
Event FMl(802)672-5280 
Saturday, October 5 
Chiltern Mountain Club's foliage 
hilting and biking in Vershire, VT, FMI 
(617)859-2843 
Saturday, October 5 
Chiltern Mountain Club's fourth 
trail maintenance trip to1he Blue Hills. 
Barbeque to follow, FMI (617)859-2843 
Saturday, October 5 
8 - 12 PM - Women Meeting 
Women.October Dance, Elk's hall on 
Route 110, Chelmsford, MA, $8 at the 
door, full bar, for singles and coupled 
women, music by BCN & Co., no smok-
ing, FMI (603)881-4268 
Saturday, October 5 
Chiltern Mountain Club hikes 
Wildcat Ridge of the Carter-Moriah 
Range (NH), 9 miles (strenuous), FMI 
(617)859-2843 
Saturday, October 5 
7:30 PM - Solo piano concert fea-
turing Dana Ashworth at Denmark Arts 
Center, Route 160, Denmark ME. $5.00 
donationn requested, with all funds 
benefitting the DerunarkArts Center and 
its commitment to local artists, musi-
cians, storytellers, crafts people and resi-
dents of the Lakes Region. FMI 
(207)452-2412 
Saturday/Sunday, October 5 -6 
Eastern Mountain Sports Fall 
Cinic Series-Mt. CllOCOtUa Overnight, 
sign up at the store, limited to 8 hikers 
Sunday, October 6 
3 - 6 PM - Decline To Sign cock-
tail party and kick off at Katahdin Res-
taurant, free admission, donations wel-
comed, High St., Portland. 
Monday, October 7 
6:30 - 8:30 PM - Alternative Ap-
proaches & Self Care to Women's Com-
mon Health Concems, sponsored by the 
Women's Health Comortium, 379 Stale 
St., Portsmouth NH. FMI (603)431-
1669 
Tuesday, October a 
. 7 - 9 PM - Decline To Sign meet-
ing, YWCA, Spring St, Portland 
Tuesday, October 8 
7 - 8:30 - Connections (a support 
group for caregivers, family and friends 
of all those whose lives are affected by 
HIV/AIDS) will celebrate its first anni-
versary at the Exeter Congregational 
Cllurch, 21 Front St., Exeter, NH. FMI 
(603)772-6221 or (603)436-8973. 
Thursday, October 10 
5:30 PM - Gallery talk with Bar-
bara Schenkel: The Life and Career of 
Georges Braque. Portland Museum of 
Art. 7 Congress Square, Portland ME. 
FMI (207)773-AIITS. 
Thursday, October 10 
7 - 8 PM - Art in the Dark Film 
series-four films by artists who lived 
and wolked in Paris between 1919 and 
1939. Portland Museum of Art, 7 Coo-
gress Square, Portland ME. Free with 
museum admission. FMI (207)773-
ARTS. 
Thursday, October 10 
7:30- 9 PM - The Matlovich Soci-
ety pre3mts 'The Reva-end Robert W. 
Wood: ADiscussim with a Hao," Holi-
day Im By the Bay, Spring·St., Portland, 
FMI(207)761-4380 · 
Friday, October 11 
7 PM - A Gathering for National 
Coming Out Day in Congress Square 
(comer of High & Congress), Portland, 
free and open to the public 
Friday, October 11 
12:30 PM - Gallery talk with Bar-
bara Schenkel: The Life and Career of 
Georges Braque. Portland Museum of 
Art 7 Congress Square, Portland, ME. 
FMI (207)773-ARTS. 
Saturday, October 12 
Washington, DC - First Ever Gay 
Youth March on Washington, a part of 
the 2nd Annual International Gay Youth 
Festival. FMI (317)960-5051 
Saturday, October 12 
8 - 12 PM - Harvest Diversity 
Dairice, sponsored by DownEa.,t Gay and 
Le.!1bian Organization, UU Church, 120 
Park St., Bangor ME. All ages, chem 
fr~e, smoke free, costumes optional, 
pruies for best costumes, DJ (all styles), 
$7 w/o costume, $5 w/costume, potluck 
supper before dance (5 :30), FMI call 
Phil (207)942-2855 or Lloyd (207)947-
8230 
Saturday, October 12 
6:30 PM - 1 AM Northern Lambda 
No:rd Membership Drive Dinner and 
Dairice. Presque Isle Snowmobile Cub 
Sunday, October 13 
10 AM - Episcopal Bishop Walter 
C. Righter, who was charged with her-
esy for presiding at the diaconal ordina-
tion of a non-celibate gay man in a com-
mitted relationship, will speak. Meet 
Bishop Righter at a special coffee hour 
afwr the service. Christ Church, 1035 
Lafayette Rd., PQ.~mouth, NH. FMI 
(603)436-8842 
Monday, October 14 
7 - 8 PM - Women's Self-Help 
Grc,up starting at USM, Women's Cen-
ter, Payson-Smith, Room 40. Meeting 
Monday nights, facilitated by Jana 
McAuliffe. FMI (207)772-6599 
. Tuesday, October 15 
7 - 9 PM - "A Dialogue on Same-
Geuder Marriage" with Amelia Criag, 
F.sGt· and Mary Bonauto, Esq. of GLAD, 
Baragor Theological Seminary, Bangor -
FMI (617)426-1350 ' 
Tuesday, October 15 
7 - 9 PM - Decline To Sign meet-
ing, .YWCA, Spring St, Portland 
Thursday, October 17 
7 - 8:30 PM - Art in the Dark film 
seri.es-ftlms by artists who lived and 
worked in Paris between 1919 and 1939. 
Portland Museum of Art, 7 Congress 
Sqlliate, Portland ME. FMI (207)773-
ARI'S. 
Saturday, October 19 
Chiltern Mountain Cub talces an 
easy 30-mile bike ride along 
Narragansett Bay (Providence, RI) FMI 
(617)859-2843 ' 
Sunday, October 20 
12 PM - Hike the Appalachian 
Trail. Meet at Bernard's Store, Barnard 
vr .. AnAmelia's Event FMI (802)234-
567'0 . 
Sunday, October 20 
1 PM- Wild Outdoor Women hike 
Pleuant Mt., Bridgton. ME ( offers ex-
cellent views of White Mtns on continu-
ous open ledges and meadows; moder-
ate difficulty - approximately 4 hrs. 
rouind trip; meet at Naples Causeway 
across from Rick's Cafe, Rt. 302); pot-
luck in Naples to follow hike, FMI 
(207)787-2379 
Sunday, October 20 
Portsmouth - 2nd Annual 
Wal.kathon in honor of GLBT History. 
Prescott Park. FMI (603)430-9182 
Tuesday, October 22 
7 - 9 PM - Decline To Sign meet-
ing, YWCA, Spring St, Portland 
Thursday, October 24 
7:30- 9 PM- The Matlovich Soci-
ety presents "Hilary's Class" with dis-
cussion/questions after the video, Holi-
day Inn By the Bay, Spring St., Portland, 
FMl(207)761-4380 
Friday, October 25 
7 PM Eastern Mountain Sports 
Winter Gear Cinic at the store 
Friday, October 25 
8 PM 2ndAnnual Halloweek Mas-
querade Ball, The Pavillion, 188 Middle 
St., Portland. $15/$25 to benefit Maine 
AIDS Alliance. FMI:207fl75-7297 
Saturday, Octber 26 
Van Buren - Northern Lambda 
Nord Halloween Costume and Party and 
Dance 
Saturday,October26 
8:30 PM - 12 AM - Halloween 
Costume Ball spomored by Seacoast 
Gay Men. Unitarian Church, Ports-
mouth NH. $10 per person. Proceeds 
to benefit Rainbow Network. 
Saturday,October26 
9 AM - 4 PM - "Coalitions for the 
Common Good," a gathering for grass-
roots organizers and educators. Prince , 
of Peace Lutheran Church. EutemAve., 
Augusta ME. $10.00 registration. FMI 
(207)525-7776 
Sunday, October 27 
6 PM - Music and Comic Revue 
(Harmmies Extraordinare and comic Ed 
Karvoslti-autbor of "A Funny TlDle to 
be Gay," admisaionSl0.00 (sliding scale 
available), First Parish Clmch, 425 Cm-
gress St., Portland, tickets at the door or 
reserved at 1-800-556-5472 or 
(207)761-3732 
Monday, October 28 
6:30 - 8:30 PM - The Bmpowa-ed 
Health Care Consumer (including bow 
to come out to your provider) spomored 
by the Women's Health Consmium, 379 
Stale St, Pmsmouth NHFMI (603)431-
1669 
Tuesday, October 29 
. 7 - 9 PM - Decline To Sign meet-
mg, YWCA, Spring St, Portland 
Thursday,. October 31 
7:30 PM - Reading by 5 Astraea 
Lesbian Writers Fund grant winners at 
A Different Light Bookstore, 151 W 
19th St. NYC. FMI (212)529-8021 
Friday, November 1 
FifthAmual Astraea Lesbian Writ-
ers Fund Gala at Cooper Union, 7 East 
7th St. NYC. FMI (212)529-8021 
Thursday, November 7 
9 AM - 3 PM- "Dealing With Con-
trov~sy," discussion of skill building, 
conflict managemem, and social maiket-
ing, sponsored by the AIDS Coaliton of 
L-A. Space is limited. FMI or registra-
tion (207)786-4697. Central Maine 
Medical Catt«, Wilson Classroom 300 
Main St, Lewiston Me. ' 
TRAVEIJVACATION 
~~ LESBIAN PARADISE! 20 
charming rooms, 100 mountain acres, 
pool, hot tub, hiking/skiing trails, 
yummy breakfasts, peace and privacy. 
We're your perfe.ct vacation choice year 
round! Week-long and midweek 
discounts. HIGHLANDS INN, Box 
1180P, Bethlehem, NH 03574, (603) 
869-3978. M 
AA YELLOW BIRCH FARM: 
Romantic, seasonal cottage or year 
round studio on working organic farm 
in Down east Maine, 20 minutes from 
Eastport. Absolute peace and quiet. 
Beautiful, remote, unspoiled Cobscook 
Bay. B & B or weekly rental. Brochure, 
reservations: (207) 726-5807. M 
M ROOMMATE WANTED: GF to 
share inaedible 3-bedroom apartment in 
great Portland neighborhood. All utilities 
included. Call Dal at 775-6435. M 
AA BRUNSWICK COHOUSING 
community forming. Come build or buy 
a home. Rural neighborhood clustered 
along pedestrian lane and common 
green. 70 acres preserved meadows and 
woodlands. Resident design inclu~es 
COMMISSION, from page 14 
students from harassment in school. 
lbecommwioo recommended that 
the st.ate Legislature double funding so 
that evtty high school in the state can re-
ceive a grant to form groups known as gay-
straight alliances for gay and lesbian 
youtm, along with b~ual friends. 
The current grant funding stands at 
$167 ,000 and only reaches 75 to 90 
schools statewide. The commission also 
recommended high school principals and 
superintendents make sure that school 
handbooks, disciplinary codes and anti-
NGLTF, from page 12 
the Defense of Marriage Act to prevent 
states from being forced to recognize 
same-sex unions." President Clinton has 
also opposed same-gender marriage and 
said he will sign DOMA if passed 
Gays in the Military: Paras also 
criticized the lack of mention in the plat-
form of the continued witch hunts by the 
U.S. military of gay, lesbian, bisexual 
and transgender service members. Paras 
commended the Administration's strong 
fight against Rep. Bob"Dornan's attempt 
to oust HIV-positive service members. 
At the same time she said the lack of 
inclusion of gays and lesbians in the 
military was an insult to their brave and 
courageous contributions, despite the 
"don't ask, don't tell" policy -which 
many experts say has actually resulted 
in more hardships for gays in the armed 
forces. 
While the Democratic platform is 
silent on gays in the military, the GOP 
platform states, "We oppose Bill 
Ointon's assault on the culture and tra-
ditions of the Armed Forc:es, especially 
his attempt to lift the ban on homosexu-
als in the military. We affirm that ho-
gardens, common house, play areas. 
Multi-generational, inclusive. 
Construction begins '97. Join us! 207/ 
773-5915. M 
M HOUSEMATE WANTED: LF, 
Professional 40's seeks N/S, LF, GM, to 
share 2 bdrm rural house. 10 minutes 
from L.L. Bean. Your own 2 rooms+ 
common space. $350 month + 1/2 
utilities. (207) 688-4905. 
M ROOMMATE NEEDED: GM 
looking for M/F roommate in either 
Bangor or Portland/Gorham area I am 
moving our of Bangor apt. and need a 
place to study quietly. I am a musician, 
quiet, mature and an excellent 
roommate. Call.Before 4:00 PM (207) 
942-2365 Iv msg. 
FOR RENT 
MAPARTMENT FOR RENT: 2 
bdrm, Kitchen, living room, off street 
parking. USM area. $625 mo. incl. beat. 
Call Mike (207) 772-1965. 
MHOUSE FOR RENT: 2/3 bedroom 
1 1/2 bath unfurnished 6 room house 
with attached in-law type apt. (already 
rented). House bas oil heat, fireplace, 1 
car ga,rage, w/d hookup, dishwasher, 
discriminatioQ. policies make clear that 
st.ate law prohibits disaimination agaimt 
people in school be.cause of their sexual 
orientation. Toe com.tnission said it would 
conduct a survey to make sure evtty high 
school was in compliance with the law. 
Irwin Blumer, pr~ident of the Mas-
sachusetts Association of School Super-
intendents, said be believed school offi-
cials would be willing. "I have not heard 
any opposition to the concept of making 
sure schools are safe and secure environ-
ments for all our kids," he said 1be com-
mission also calle.d on parerts to help form, 
. 
mosexuality is incompatible with mili-
tary service." 
Welfare Reform: While the Task 
Force agrees with the importance of pr~ 
vidingjob opportunities as stated in the 
platform, it is critical of both the GOP 
and Demoaatic platforms and attacks on 
the poor. "We are very concerned that 
welfare families will be left with no 
safety net of support as they are taken 
off of welfare," said Paras. 'Toe Presi-
dent and both platforms all approach this 
issue by cutting off .wistance first and then 
hoping recipients get jobs so they can buy 
. health care and other aitical needs." 
''Ultimately, both the Democratic 
and GOP platforms should be rated on the 
basis that they reflect the actual records of 
the Ointon Administration and of tb,e 
Gingrich-Dole Republican Congress," 
concluded Paras. ' 'Despite attempts by the 
Republicans to downplay the importance 
of their platform, it remaim the founda-
tion of the party's ideology and was clearly 
dominate.d by the Hard Right in San Di-
ego. At the san;i.e time, the Democratic 
platform? while clearly more positive, has 
much room for improvement" 
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$550/mo. Includes water, sewer, trash 
pickup, stove, refridg., no smokers, gay 
neighbors, gay owned, Thomaston, ME. 
available, Nov 1. (207) 354-6192. 
HELP WANTED 
MHOME TYPING JOBS. $20/hour, 
up to $500/week. Call 24 hours. 207/ 
892-1423, extension 500. M 
PERSONALS 
M GWF 28, single, happy, down to 
earth, a little on the chunky side - seeks 
someone to talk with write to and 
hopefully become good friends, maybe 
more. DeniseArcher w49634D13-21-
3L-P.O. Box 1508 Chowchilla, CA 
93610-1508. 
M GWM 25 yr. 6' 1" red hair blue eyes 
I.S.O. older Professional who is 
supportive for friendship or more. 
Herman May #104060 KY State 
Penitentiary Box #128 Eddyville, KY 
42038. 
M GWM 30 YR. 5'8" brown hair & 
eyes seeking older Profession~ GM 
supportive for friendship and maybe 
more. will answer all. Randy Kiper 
#100254 KY State Penitentiary Box 
#128 Eddyville, KY 42038. 
or come out in support of, gay-straight al-
liances. ''Our goal is that every high school 
in Massachusetts have a gay-straight alli-
ance," said Ed LeMay, a commission 
member. 'We have come along way but .. 
there's still 75 percent to go." 
. The state passed a law in 1993, pr~ 
hibiting disaimination against any student 
in a public school based on sexual orien-
tation._'The state acted in response to stud-
ies that showe.d gay and lesbian youth were 
more likely to commit suicide than het-
erosexual youth. ' 'I felt alone because in 
my family, they're pretty clooe.-minded and 
there's all these derogatory remarlcs toward 
homosexuals. So I felt like I couldn't tell 
anyone. So I figured the way to end it 
would be to end my life," the unidentified 
15-year-old said Now, ' 'I' ve made a lot 
more friends and also lost a few. But I'm 
more happy that I made these friends be-
cause I can be open to them," she says. 
MDN.-FAI. 6-9 ... 11. 
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BUILDING A NEW 
CONSCIOUSNESS 
in .J,foi11e & :Jvew .J{ampshire 
SINCE 1990 
_QQ1~1JL' '""''(:.,·'-C:--~ 
"One of the best alternative, !.piritually-
iocusctl newspapers I've ever read!" 
David Sunte/low, 
NcwHc,wcnNewEarth, Sedona, Arizona 
ORIGINAL ART1 UES • EXTENSIVE 
CALENDAR AND RESOURCES 
RR 2 13ox 466, Casco, ME 04015 







~munity Pride Reporter 
Sablcription Porm 
Yes, I want to subscribe to the Community Pride Reporter. Subscription rate is $25.00 for 12 
issues. (more if you can, less if you can't) (]JR. is mailed in a plain Envelope, the return 
address reads: (]JR. PO box 178, Saco, ME 04072. 
Name: 
Phone: 
Please make checks payable to: Comm~!}' Pride Reporter & mail to P.O. Box 178, Saco, ME 04072. •we 
~~o"'.'ledge the varying ~grees to w)tich members of our communicy are out, and we respect their choice, 
if pnnting a return adre8S is ever a problem, please let us know. 
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Counselor • Hypnotist • Consultant • Educator 
(Ps yrho logical. Spiritual. Healing. Psrchic) 
~ 
Carole B. Curran, MS, csw-lP 
By Appointment 
(207) 871 -0032 
P.O. Box 983 Por1l,111d. Mc1ine 04104 
Thoma, S. Mullln1 J 
P.O. l\c,. 149 
C<>ncmd. N H OH02 · 14'H 
(l,C)I 41h . )I,~, 
FM fN.' l) ,4 :; ti. \l,.';1.1 
~.,, 





29 Neal Road 
Windham, ME 04082 
1...: S ... ·t.: : ri Snee! . S:!: ~c ::, 
D,,rt i;;nci \'.f. =. l.l I •l i 
207-879-2525 
Marv S. Mumford v' 
MS. ~1S\r. CCSW. C:\DAC 
PsychoJherapist 
Moultoniioro famiiY Healt~ (,a.re OfiiCf 
Harho~ Square. Houk 2, 
Center Hamor. ~11 (lj :!26 
(603l 5~14 







PORTLAND 774-50:!S 985-8043 ICINNHUNIC 
Richard Waitzkin, LCSW 
lfR TIFIED f201J 778-9soo 
l~ALES 1-SOQ-640-2543 
( .°"POFESSl'ONALS 
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0,1ck Cove Counse lini: Center 
527 OCEAN AVE. 
POIHlAND. MAINE 041 OJ 
Norma Krous Eule 
MSW, laW 
Lictn~d Clinical Social Workt'r 
l11,livi,l11nl, Group n11d 
Rtlnlio11sl1i11 TI,aapy 
10 Minot Avenue 
Auburn, Maine 04210 
('207) 78~747 
SOLUTIONS FARMINGTON, ME 04938 
providing conaubnla, 
luton & workahope tor 
IChool dlalrlcta & fMIIIIN 
Janis Tyderte, Ed. D. 
(207) 846-5233 
Pamela Knowles Lawrason 
Attorney at Law 
Se11'in.~ the le,:11/ need.f of the ga_\' and lt>.tbian 
cm111111mit\' 
v 
6 Oak Ridge Road. Cumberland Center. Maine ()..l021 
Tel 1207l 829-3379 
UNDA BARTER 
Llcensed Clinical Social Worker 
Individual- co.,,les - Women's Issues 
Family Therapy 
86 Main Street, Auburn, Maine 
(207) 782-1051 v 
I .en mini,! 1111 s1H·:1k 011l'nl)· 111111 he hc:1rd 
c-1111 , ·cidorc our :1hilil) .. lo chcriid1 our 11nrlncr11 .•• 
RELATIONSHIP COUNSELING 
can make a difference. 
BETSY I IOOD, !\'I.A. 
LCPC, LADC 
95 High Street Portland, ME 0410 I (207) 828-1512 















Call 207 /282-4311 
for more inf 0. 
Dawn H. Baumer (9 
Sales Agent · 
Location, Location. Location! 
Leasing & Sales: 
Ac:Jtiblc rates · . Commerci;it & Business Brokerage 




1 Deeri111g Street ' 
Portland ME 04102 
Tel. (207) 8:74-0419 
Portland. Maine 04101 
Business (207) n4-nts 
Fax (207) 879-9102 
Voice Mail (207) 759-0861 
Pager (800) 639-7707 Pin 11 t 18 
